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i
Abstract
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) predicts many bound states that have not yet been
conclusively identified, and as more charmonium-like XYZ states are being discovered, inter-
est is increasing in matching these theoretical bound states with experimental observation.
Among these states are hybrid mesons: bound states of a quark, an antiquark, and a gluon.
With upcoming experiments such as GlueX and PANDA, experimental data within the ex-
pected mass ranges of hybrids will be abundant in the next decade, and theoretical predictions
are needed to help identify them. We calculate the correlation function associated with a
heavy-light (open-flavour) JP = 1− hybrid system, including non-perturbative condensate
contributions up to six dimensions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Quark Model
Arguably, all of the physical sciences can, at various scales, be broken down into the in-
vestigation of the structure and interaction of matter. As history has progressed, science
has delved deeper and deeper into the structure of matter, moving from the macroscopic to
the molecular, from the molecular to the atomic, and from the atomic into the nuclear and
subnuclear. At each step along the way we have discovered new structures; molecules can be
broken down into atoms, which can be broken down into electrons, protons, and neutrons;
these protons and neutrons can further be broken down into constituent fermions which we
call quarks. There exists six varieties of quarks (called flavours) playfully named up, down,
charm, strange, top, and bottom. Intertwined with the idea of the structure of matter is that
of the interactions between matter, which is perhaps what makes our universe so interesting.
Instead of particles being unaffected by their surroundings, they influence one another. All
interactions can be reduced to one of four fundamental forces: gravity, electromagnetism, and
the strong and weak forces. It is the latter three of these interactions that are best and most
completely described by quantum field theories (in fact, the electromagnetic and weak forces
are unified under electroweak theory). In this framework, force carriers (or more technically,
gauge bosons) exchanged between particles are the cause for all interactions (the macroscopic
and the microscopic) that we observe in everyday life. Electromagnetism is described by the
exchange of photons, the weak nuclear force by the exchange of W and Z bosons, and the
strong force (which is the interaction between quarks) is mediated by gluons. It is the strong
force which we are primarily interested in.
It was a mathematical leap of faith that initially brought us the idea that particles such
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as the proton and neutron were composite particles made up of more fundamental pieces;
Gell-Mann’s [1] and Zweig’s [2] postulation of quarks in the mid-sixties, through the use of
group symmetries led to the definition of hadrons (particles made up of quarks) and their
subclasses, distinguished by their internal structure: baryons (or antibaryons), which were
made up of three quarks (or three antiquarks), and mesons, made up of a quark-antiquark
pair. This became known as the quark model, and was the infancy of a formal field-theoretical
description of the strong force. In order for a description of hadrons and their constituent
quarks to be consistent with existing quantum theory (i.e., the Pauli exclusion principle),
quarks were postulated to carry an additional quantum number called the colour charge
made up of three “charges” often represented as the colours red, blue, and green (with
corresponding anti-red, anti-blue, and anti-green charges) 1 [3, 4]. It turns out that the eight
gluons are also colour charged, carrying a colour and an anti-colour. This concept of colour
proves useful in providing a description of why no free quarks have ever been observed. All
hadronic structures observed at present can be described as having no net colour; a neutron,
for example, carries an up quark and two down quarks having a colour-neutral combination
of colour charges. As individual quarks are coloured, they are not seen outside of bound
states involving other coloured particles. Bound states of quarks must form colour singlet
(or colourless) states. This phenomenon preventing the existence of free quarks is referred to
as colour confinement, and has been a powerful tool in the prediction of hadronic particles.
1.2 Quantum Chromodynamics
Though the scientific community was hesitant to accept the idea of physical quarks, experi-
mental evidence for their existence soon emerged from electron-proton scattering experiments
in the 1960s [5]. These experiments produced results which suggested that the proton had
an internal structure of three spin-1
2
particles which were loosely bound inside the proton
at short distances. However, high energy collisions with the proton produced additional
hadrons; none of the internal proton structure was broken loose. As well, the total momen-
tum of electrically-charged particles did not completely account for overall total momentum,
1These colours have nothing to do with the electromagnetic spectrum.
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suggesting some other electrically-neutral particles were involved (later identified as gluons).
In building a theory to replicate these phenomena, three things needed to be accounted for:
1. the spin-1
2
, electrically-charged particles in the internal structure
2. the loosely bound particles at high energies with confining properties
3. additional electrically-neutral particles as part of the internal structure to compensate
for the missing momentum.
The loosely bound structure at high energies is a property referred to as asymptotic free-
dom [6]; simply put, contrary to the familiar forces of electromagnetism and gravitation, as
separation between particles increases, the binding force increases as well. The confining
properties that prevent the internal structure from being broken apart and viewed explicitly
is explained by the previously discussed concept of colour singlet states. Additionally, as
quantum electrodynamics (QED) and the electroweak theory describe interactions through
the exchange of gauge bosons arising from gauge invariance, it seemed natural to look for a
gauge-invariant theory which could offer a description of a corresponding electrically neutral
gauge boson that might explain the discrepancy in momentum found in experiment. From
here, the quantum field theory describing the phenomenon of the strong force was deter-
mined, known today as quantum chromodynamics (QCD). QCD is a generalization of QED,
and carries a similar gauge invariance. It generalizes the U(1) gauge symmetry of QED to
an SU(3) symmetry, which describes the colour charges predicted by Gell-Mann [1]. Though
QCD is a generalization of QED, it is decidedly more intricate than its predecessor, becoming
now a non-abelian theory with self-interacting gauge bosons. QCD is described through the
Lagrangian given by2
LQCD(x) = −1
4
(
Gaµν (x)
)2
+
∑
A
q¯A (x) (i /D −mA)qA (x) , (1.1)
where Gaµν (x) = ∂µB
a
ν (x)−∂νBaµ (x)+gsfabcBbµ (x)Bcν (x) is the gluon field strength tensor, gs
is our coupling constant, q¯A (x) and qA (x) are Dirac spinors representing antiquark and quark
2We use natural units where c = ~ = 1, the fine-structure constant is α = e
2
4pi ≈ 1137 , and the strong
coupling constant at the Z boson mass mZ = 91.2 GeV is αs =
g2s
4pi ≈ 0.1186 [7].
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fields (summed over flavour index A), /D = Dµγµ = (∂
µ − igstaBµa (x))γµ is the usual gauge-
covariant derivative, and mA is the mass for the corresponding flavour A. We have omitted
the gauge-fixing and ghost terms in the Lagrangian above. Here, the index a represents gauge
boson colour charge, while µ and ν represent the Lorentz structure, ta are the generators in
the fundamental representation of SU(3), and Bµa (x) are gauge boson (gluon) vector fields.
The SU(3) symmetry group has the Lie algebra defined by the generators ta
[
ta, tb
]
= ifabctc, (1.2)
where here (as in our definition of Gaµν (x) above), f
abc is a set of structure constants.
1.3 Hybrid Mesons
The quark model as described by Gell-Mann and Zweig provides a useful structure for pre-
dicting and organizing the bound states of quarks, and these hadronic structures for the
most part are well-understood. But nowhere has it been stated that particles may only con-
sist of either two or three quarks; the only condition placed on bound states is that they
be colour singlets. Colour confinement permits us to formulate additional colourless bound
states of quarks and gluons that have not been conclusively observed. With this in mind,
many people have postulated more complicated structures. Why shouldn’t bound states of
four, five, or six quarks exist? As our gluons carry colour as well, it should be permitted
in our current theoretical framework for quarks to form bound states with gluons, forming
what are called hybrid mesons. Although there are several such proposed structures outside
of the conventional quark model, the focus of our calculation is restricted to hybrid mesons.
Interest in hybrids has recently been rekindled due to a number of unexplained particles
which have been observed over the past decade, but not yet classified. The pi1(1400), pi1(1600),
and pi1(2015) mesons (J
PC = 1−+) are currently the most promising candidates for hybrid
mesons, though experimental results are so far inconclusive [8]. With the construction of
experiments designed to examine hybrid mesons, such as the GlueX experiment at Jefferson
Lab [9] and the planned implementation of PANDA in Germany [10], experimental data
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within the expected mass ranges of hybrids will be abundant in the next decade, and there
is a pressing need to expand phenomenological predictions. That these structures have not
yet been observed is an outstanding problem in QCD; if hybrid mesons exist, then where are
they? If they don’t exist, then what are we missing in our construction of colour confinement?
Finding hybrids would provide strong support for our characterization of colour confinement,
and put an outstanding question in physics to rest. Further, the existence of hybrid mesons
would provide us with a new hadronic system to study. On the other hand, not finding
hybrids would open us up to improving upon our understanding of QCD. Either way, the
presence of hybrids in QCD is an important question which must be answered if we are to
fully understand the structure and formation of matter.
To confirm the identity of a particle resonance, theoretical results must match with ex-
perimental evidence. Some of the key identifiers are decay properties, mass, spin angular
momentum (J), parity (P ), and charge conjugation (C) quantum number. Of importance
to us is the mass (which we intend to calculate) and the J , P , and C quantum numbers,
collectively denoted as JPC , which is determined at the outset of the calculation. In order
to determine these quantum numbers, we must identify the orbital (L) and spin (S) angular
momentum of the system. For a meson made up of two spin-1
2
constituents, S = 0, 1, and
the value of L is dependent on its orbital quantum number where L2 = l(l+ 1). The JPC for
mesons are obtained through the results:
~J = ~L+ ~S (1.3)
P = (−1)L+1 (1.4)
C = (−1)L+S. (1.5)
So, for a meson we can form JPC states such as
JPC ∈ {0−+, 0++, 1−−, 1+−, 1++, 2−−, ...}. (1.6)
Based on the list above, there are specific allowed combinations of JPC quantum numbers
for mesons; in other words, for a traditional quark-antiquark mesonic structure, there is no
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way we may obtain states such as
JPC ∈ {0+−, 0−−, 1−+}, (1.7)
unless some additional degree of freedom is involved. Of interest to us are the open-charm
D and Ds hybrid mesons, respectively bound states of a charm quark and light (up or
down) antiquark, and a charm quark and strange antiquark (as well as their antiparticle
configurations) with an additional gluonic degree of freedom. We call these sets of quantum
numbers (which are inaccessible to conventional states) exotic quantum numbers. We are
examining a specific state with JP = 1−; the structural nature of open-flavour systems is
such that they are not eigenstates of the charge conjugation operator C.
1.4 Building Up the Field Theory
1.4.1 The Correlation Function
From quantum field theory, we are familiar with the two-point correlation function (otherwise
known as a two point Green’s function) which contains information on the propagation of
a particle between two points in coordinate space, in addition to the bound-states and two-
particle states in the interacting theory. A correlation function in a φ4 interacting theory
(i.e. a theory with an interaction Lagrangian term of Lint = λφ4) can be expressed as
〈Ω|Tφ(x)φ(y) |Ω〉 , (1.8)
where T is the time-ordering operator. Using composite operators, we can generalize this
idea to bound states by defining a current representative of the properties of the particle of
interest. In the case of hybrid mesons, we may define our currents subject to a few constraints.
The current must
1. be a colour singlet, as all observed bound-states are “colourless”
2. exhibit the appropriate quark and gluon degrees of freedom, including the relevant
flavour structure
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3. contain the correct Lorentz structure to correspond to desired quantum numbers JPC .
Given a current jµ corresponding to a bound-state with the above constraints, we can write
the correlation function
〈Ω|Tjµ(x) j†ν(y) |Ω〉 . (1.9)
We are interested in describing open-flavour hybrid states, specifically charm-light and charm-
strange states. As we are handling the charm-strange states as an O (ms) correction on the
charm-light states, we can describe both particle states through a single current describing the
hybrid meson structure, charm and strange flavour content, and the JP quantum numbers,
given by
jµ(x) = gs c¯
α
i t
a
αβ γ
ρ
ij G
a
µρ(x) s
β
j . (1.10)
Note that while the individual current (1.10) is not Hermitian, the combination of the “cre-
ation” and “annihilation” current in (1.9) (i.e. jµ(x) j
†
ν(y)) is. From here we can define the
correlation function in momentum space
Πµν (q) = i
∫
ddx eiq·x〈Ω|Tjµ (x) j†ν (0) |Ω〉, (1.11)
where the 〈Ω| and |Ω〉 states represent the vacuum as seen in the interacting theory. Here we
perform the integral in an arbitrary number of d dimensions; this prepares the way for our
dimensional regularization scheme which we will discuss in more detail in sections following.
The form of the correlation function in (1.11) is the central quantity in our study of open-
charm hybrid mesons. The correlation function itself may be separated into its scalar and
vector components
Πµν (q) =
(
qµqν
q2
− gµν
)
Πv
(
q2
)
+
qµqν
q2
Πs
(
q2
)
, (1.12)
from which we can project out the state of interest, the vector (J = 1) state, Πv(q
2) by
applying an orthogonal projector 1
(d−1)
(
qµqν
q2
− gµν
)
to both sides, giving
1
(d− 1)
(
qµqν
q2
− gµν
)
Πµν (q) = Πv
(
q2
)
, (1.13)
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where gµν is the metric tensor (which we will explicitly define in Chapter 2), and we have
expressed the projection operator in d dimensions.
1.4.2 Wick’s Theorem
In order to evaluate (1.11) which is phrased in terms of the ground state of the interacting
theory, recall from field theory that the interacting theory may be expressed in terms of the
free theory (where the free theory vacuum is denoted by |0〉). In terms of a general field ψ
(with corresponding free fields ψ0),
〈Ω|Tψ(x)ψ(y) |Ω〉 = 〈0|Tψ0(x)ψ0(y)e
i
R
d4xLint[ψ0] |0〉
〈0|Tei R d4xLint[ψ0] |0〉 . (1.14)
Given a form for the interaction Lagrangian, Lint, we can perturbatively expand (1.14) in
the strong coupling constant gs to evaluate the correlation function in the interacting theory.
Now that we have phrased our problem in terms of a correlation function of quantum fields,
we may apply Wick’s theorem to evaluate the expectation value. Wick’s theorem relates
the time-ordered products preserving causality to what are called normal-ordered products
which are defined such that all creation operators are commuted towards the bra vectors, and
all the annihilation operators are commuted towards the ket vectors. Considering general
fermionic fields ψ(x), we can relate the time-ordered and normal-ordered product of operators
by introducing the contraction of two fields, where this contraction can be defined as
ψ(x)ψ(y) ≡ iS(x− y) ≡ 〈0|T (ψ(x)ψ(y)) |0〉 = ∫ d4p
(2pi)4
i(/p+m)
p2 −m2 + i0+ e
−ip·(x−y), (1.15)
where we can relate this contraction to the fermion propagator S (x− y). Wick’s Theorem
can be stated in terms of arbitrarily many bosonic fields as3
T{φ(x1)φ(x2) · · ·φ(xm)} = N{φ(x1)φ(x1) · · ·φ(xm) + all possible contractions}. (1.16)
3The proof for this may be found in [11]
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Note that the alternate notation : ψ(y)ψ(x) : is often used to denote normal-ordering as
well. For fermionic fields, the only addition to (1.16) would be appropriate factors of (−1) to
account for Fermi statistics. These contractions are a consequence of the non-commutative
nature of the ladder operators used to define the fields [11], or equivalently due to the algebra
of the fields themselves. Expressing our time-ordered product in terms of normal-ordered
products allows us to simplify our calculation in terms of Feynman propagators resulting
from these contractions. Let us consider an explicit example, the time-ordered product of
four interacting bosons. Applying (1.16), we obtain
T{φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)} = N{φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4) + φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)
+ φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4) + φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)
+ φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4) + φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)
+ φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4) + φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)
+ φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4) + φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)}
= N{φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)}+D(x1 − x2)N{φ(x3)φ(x4)}
+D(x1 − x3)N{φ(x2)φ(x4)}+D(x1 − x4)N{φ(x2)φ(x3)}
+D(x2 − x3)N{φ(x1)φ(x4)}+D(x2 − x4)N{φ(x1)φ(x3)}
+D(x3 − x4)N{φ(x1)φ(x2)}+D(x1 − x2)D(x3 − x4)
+D(x1 − x3)D(x2 − x4) +D(x1 − x4)D(x2 − x3),
(1.17)
where D is the propagator resulting from the contractions of boson field operators. Notice
that the final expression has non-contracted normal-ordered products remaining. In general,
the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of a normal-ordered product is zero, i.e.
〈0|N{φ(x1)φ(x2) · · ·φ(xm)} |0〉 = 0 (1.18)
due to the properties of |0〉. This holds in most situations, but QCD is a specific exception
with several non-zero vacuum expectation values appearing. Through theory and experiment,
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we have good evidence that these VEVs are non-zero; they are an indication that spontaneous
symmetry breaking is taking place and reflect the complexity of the QCD vacuum state.
1.4.3 Condensates and Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
Spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs when the Lagrangian of a given theory holds a certain
symmetry which is not exhibited by the vacuum; a classic example is that of ferromagnetism.
Above the Curie temperature, the alignment of the spins of a material’s constituent electrons
are random and unaligned; there exists a rotational symmetry as the material produces no
overall magnetic field, and no particular direction is singled-out. Below the Curie tempera-
ture, the spins of the electrons are coupled, and produce an overall magnetic dipole. Here, a
particular direction is now distinguished and the symmetry has been “broken”, even though
the Lagrangian still carries rotational symmetry. More formally, spontaneous symmetry
breaking can be stated as:
Q0 |0〉 6= 0, (1.19)
where Q0 represents a conserved charge associated with a Noether current generated from a
symmetry in the associated Lagrangian. This is an indication of broken symmetry between
the QCD Lagrangian and the ground state of the theory (in this case, the vacuum). These
non-zero VEVs, also known as condensates, are an indication of a complicated, dynamical
QCD vacuum, contrary to the notion of the vacuum being empty space. They represent non-
perturbative contributions to the correlation function. In QCD, it is the chiral symmetry that
is broken. Consider for a moment the two lightest quarks (u, d), and the QCD Lagrangian
that governs them:
LQCD = −1
4
(Gaµν)
2 + iu¯L /DuL + iu¯R /DuR + id¯L /DdL + id¯R /DdR −muu¯u−mdd¯d
≈ −1
4
(Gaµν)
2 + iu¯L /DuL + iu¯R /DuR + id¯L /DdL + id¯R /DdR.
(1.20)
Equation (1.20) is phrased in terms of chiral spinors, where L and R notate the left- and right-
handed spinors respectively, and we have also applied the assumption that mu ≈ md ≈ 0. In
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this massless quark model, we have the symmetries uL,R
dL,R
→ gL,R
 uL,R
dL,R
 (1.21)
where gL,R represents separate rotations under SU(2) representing symmetries reflected in
our massless Lagrangian (1.20); that massless Lagrangian carries an overall symmetry of
U(2) × U(2) = SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)V × U(1)A (the V and A denote vector and axial
symmetries). The chiral symmetry which is spontaneously broken is represented by the
SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry, a series of continuous flavour rotations. With this symmetry
exposed, and with the help of Noether’s theorem, we can extract conserved currents from the
SU(2) symmetries in the Lagrangian.4 A consequence of spontaneous symmetry breaking is
the generation of Nambu-Goldstone bosons. The Nambu-Goldstone Theorem [12] states that
for each degree of freedom of spontaneously-broken continuous symmetry, a massless bosonic
state is generated. In our example of ferromagnetism, below the Curie temperature the
“spin waves” (propagation of perturbations in the correlated electron spins) are the massless
bosons created. This production of Nambu-Goldstone bosons is what motivates our pursuit
of symmetry breaking in QCD.
Table 1.1: Summary of Meson Masses for u, d, and s Flavour Content
Meson Quark Content Mass (MeV)
pi0 uu−dd√
2
135
pi+ ud 140
pi− du 140
K0 ds 498
K
0
sd 498
K+ us 494
K− su 494
η uu+dd−2ss√
6
548
η′ uu+dd+ss√
3
958
Consider the listed masses of some of the mesons in our quark model (Table 1.1). The
4This SU(2) symmetry can be extended to include all three light quarks (u, d, and s) in an SU(3)
symmetry. The strange quark mass may be considered nearly massless compared against the QCD scale
parameter, ΛQCD ≈ 300 MeV
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constituent quarks that make up each of the bound states are small with mu = 2.3 MeV,
md = 4.8 MeV, and ms = 95 MeV [13]. Even with the discrepancies in masses, the family of
pions (pi0, pi+, pi−) are significantly lighter than the other bound states. In the light of spon-
taneous symmetry breaking, this begins to make sense. We see the SU(2) chiral symmetry
present in the massless QCD Lagrangian, and the breaking of a continuous symmetry such as
SU(2) should generate massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons. However due to the non-zero mass
carried by the light quarks, the symmetry breaking is only approximate, and as such pseudo-
Nambu-Goldstone bosons are generated, which is consistent with the anomalously light yet
massive pions. Associated with this broken symmetry is the mass-dimension5 four chiral
condensate, m〈qq〉. However, other condensates also appear at the non-perturbative level;
at dimension four, we also have the gluon condensate 〈αG2〉 associated with the breaking of
scale-invariance. At higher mass dimensions we have the dimension five “mixed” condensate
〈qσ ·Gq〉 and the dimension six gluon condensate, 〈g3G3〉, where they are defined as
〈αG2〉 = αs〈Gaµν(0)Gaµν(0)〉 (1.22)
〈qq〉 = 〈qαi (0)qαi (0)〉 (1.23)
〈qσ ·Gq〉 = igstaαβ (σµν)ij 〈qαi (0)Gaµν(0)qβj (0)〉 (1.24)
〈g3G3〉 = g3s〈fabcGaαβ(0)Gbβγ(0)Gcγα(0)〉, (1.25)
where σµν = i
2
[γµγν ] in equation (1.24). These higher-ordered condensates may be related to
the more fundamental dimension four quark and gluon condensates associated with broken
symmetries. Although a full discussion of the numerical values of these condensates is beyond
the scope of this work, the best known condensates values are the quark condensate [14],
(mu +md)〈uu+ dd〉 = −2m2pi(92.4 MeV), (1.26)
5We refer to condensates in our work by their dimensionality as it pertains to the order of expansion in
the operator product expansion discussed in the next section.
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(where mpi is the mass of the pion), and the gluon condensate [15],
〈αG2〉 = (7.1± 0.9)10−2 GeV4. (1.27)
1.4.4 The Operator Product Expansion
In forming our correlation function (1.11), we utilize composite operators such as the current
in (1.10), where these currents act at a particular spacetime coordinate. In cases such as
these, we can use a tool called the operator product expansion in our calculation of (1.11). The
operator product expansion states that for an operator O acting at a spacetime coordinate
x, ∫
d4xeiq·xT (O(x)O(0)) =
∑
n
Cn (q)On (0) . (1.28)
This relationship states that the information expressed in the position-dependent non-local
operators may be shifted into momentum dependent coefficients Cn(q). If we keep in mind
that we may evaluate (1.11) using (1.16), writing our correlation function in terms of normal-
ordered local operators, we see that the contractions start to make up our coefficients Cn(q)
(once transformed into the appropriate momentum space). The spacetime dependence in
our non-local VEVs can thus be shifted into the coefficients, which are just numbers, and
not dependent on the external particle state in any way. In this way, the large distance and
short distance effects can be separated into the coefficients Cn(q) and the operators On (0),
respectively. Specifically, this allows us to expand our correlation function in terms of local
vacuum expectation values. We calculate the OPE of a heavy-light hybrid meson system
with JP = 1−, including up to the dimension six gluon condensate, 〈gsG3〉.
1.4.5 Regularization and Renormalization
Integral Divergences
One of the obstacles encountered in the development of formal quantum field theory was
the appearance of divergent integrals in physically-finite quantities, such as the charge of the
electron. One common example of these divergences is in the integration of one-loop integrals
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of the form ∫
d4k
(2pi)4
1
(k2 −∆ + i0+)n . (1.29)
This integral is divergent for n = 1, 2. The solution proposed to deal with these divergences
is two-fold: first a regularization procedure is applied to the integral to isolate the divergent
terms in the integral, and then a renormalization scheme is applied to extract the physical
contributions from the finite terms, and manage the divergences.
Dimensional Regularization
There are a few methods available to regularize these divergences, however in our considera-
tion of QCD we will find dimensional regularization (“dim-reg”) to be the most concise and
practical method. One of the useful qualities of dim-reg as a regularization scheme is that it
preserves the symmetries (in this case specifically, the gauge symmetry) of the Lagrangian. In
practice, if we consider our previous integral (1.29) and promote the integral to an arbitrary
d spacetime dimensions,
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
1
(k2 −∆ + i0+)n → ν
4−d
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
(k2 −∆ + i0+)n . (1.30)
Here, ν is a mass scale introduced to compensate dimensionally for the promotion of d4k →
ddk. We let d = 4 + 2 (a convention consistent with [16]), Euclideanize our coordinates, and
evaluate our integral in d-dimensional spherical coordinates, where
∫
ddk =
∫
dΩd
∫
kd−1dk =
2pid/2
Γ
(
d
2
) ∫ kd−1dk, (1.31)
with the integral now being expressed over the magnitude of the radial coordinate k. This
leads us to the final result
ν4−d
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
(k2 −∆ + i0+)b = i(−1)
−b 1
(4pi)d/2
ν4−d
∆b−
d
2
Γ
(
d
2
)
Γ
(
b− d
2
)
Γ (b) Γ
(
d
2
) . (1.32)
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Implementing a modified minimal subtraction renormalization scheme (otherwise known as
MS scheme), we rescale our renormalization parameter redefining
ν2 → ν2
(
e−γE
4pi
)
, (1.33)
where γE is Euler’s constant.
1.4.6 TARCER and the Evaluation of Integrals
In order to calculate two-loop integrals appearing in the contributions to the correlation
function, we utilize recurrence relations implemented in Mathematica through the program
TARCER [17] to exchange complicated numerator algebra in favor of additional powers of
denominator factors. This reduces the necessary integrals to the following three, expressed
in notation consistent with TARCER:
TAI[d, 0, {{ν1, m1}}] = 1
pid/2
∫
ddk1
(k21 −m21)ν1
≡Ad{ν1,m1}
TBI[d, q2, {{ν1, m1}, {ν2, m2}}] = 1
pid/2
∫
ddk1
(k21 −m21)ν1
(
(k1 − q)2 −m22
)ν2
≡Bd{ν1,m1},{ν2,m2}
TJI[d, q2, {{ν1, m1}, {ν2, m2}, {ν3, m3}}] = 1
pid
∫
ddk1d
dk2
(k21 −m21)ν1
(
(k1 − k2)2 −m22
)ν2
× 1(
(k2 − q)2 −m23
)ν3
≡Jd{ν1,m1},{ν2,m2},{ν3,m3}.
(1.34)
These remaining “master” integrals are then evaluated by applying results reported in the
literature [16, 18, 19, 20]. We list the results specific to our calculation:
Ad{1,m} = −i
(
m2
) d
2
−1
Γ
(
1− d
2
)
. (1.35)
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Bd{β,m},{α, 0} = i(−1)−β−α
(
m2
) d
2
−β−α Γ
(
d
2
− β)Γ (β + α− d
2
)
Γ
(
d
2
)
Γ (α)
2F1
[
β, β + α− d
2
d
2
| q
2
m2
]
.
(1.36)
Jd{ν,m},{1, 0},{1, 0} =(−1)1−ν(m2)d−2−ν
Γ
(
d
2
− 1)2 Γ (ν + 2− d) Γ (2− d
2
)
Γ
(
d
2
)
Γ (ν)
× 2F1
[
2− d
2
, ν + 2− d
d
2
| q
2
m2
]
.
(1.37)
Equation (1.37) is a result obtained by combining results from [19] and [16] by using a few
change of variables, where the hypergeometric function shown is defined as
2F1
[
a, b
c
|z
]
=
∞∑
n=0
(a)n(b)n
(c)n
zn
n!
. (1.38)
The so-called Pochhammer symbol in (1.38) can be expressed in terms of Gamma functions
as
(a)n =
Γ(a+ n)
Γ(a)
. (1.39)
The TAI class of one-loop integrals are often referred to as “massive tadpole” integrals due
to the geometry of their associated Feynman diagrams (Figure 1.1).
Figure 1.1: Example of a “massless tadpole” diagram
In the massless limit, these massive tadpoles become massless tadpoles, leading to the
useful identity [16]
TAI[d, q2, {{ν1, 0}}] ≡ Ad{ν1, 0} =
1
pid/2
∫
ddk1
(k21)
ν1 = 0. (1.40)
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After calculating the perturbative and non-perturbative contributions forming the correlation
function, we can apply QCD sum rules to calculate the hadronic mass.
1.5 QCD Sum Rules
QCD sum rules [21, 22] is one method of extracting ground state masses of particles, and is
the focus of our calculation. The method begins with a dispersion relation satisfied by the
components of the correlation function (1.12):
Πv,s
(
Q2
)
=
1
pi
∫ ∞
tmin
ds
Im Πv,s (s)
s+Q2
+ polynomials. (1.41)
Note that equation (1.41) is defined in Euclidean spacetime with Q2 = −q2 through a Wick
rotation of Minkowskian momentum q. The above dispersion relation connects quarks on the
left-hand side to hadronic states on the right. The left-hand side Π (Q2) is what we calculate
perturbatively from QCD (with additional non-perturbative contributions), while the right-
hand side contains (through 1
pi
ImΠ, the hadronic spectral function) hadronic resonances that
could be observed experimentally. The non-perturbative contributions (vacuum condensates)
contain information on the influence of the vacuum on the hybrid system. In practice, we
work with a Borel transform of (1.41) defined through the operator
Bˆ = lim
n→∞
1
Γ (n)
(−Q2)n( d
dQ2
)n
, Q2 →∞, n
Q2
≡ τ, (1.42)
where τ is the Borel parameter. The Borel transform simplifies (1.41) by eliminating constant
terms and polynomials in Q2, and accentuates the low-energy (i.e. ground state) contribution
to the right-hand side. The following identity from [16] is useful in applying the Borel
transform to (1.41):
Bˆ
[
1
(Q2 + s)β
]
=
1
Γ (β)
τβe−sτ . (1.43)
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With this result, our dispersion relation (1.41) becomes
Bˆ [Πv,s (Q2)] = τ
pi
∫ ∞
tmin
ds Im Πv,s (s) e
−sτ . (1.44)
Examining this equation, we see that the Borel transform may be related to the inverse
Laplace transform by
1
τ
Bˆ [F (Q2)] = L−1 [F (Q2)] . (1.45)
The inverse Laplace transform is expressed as an integral
L−1 [F (Q2)] = 1
2pii
∫ b+i∞
b−i∞
dQ2 e−τQ
2
F
(
Q2
)
. (1.46)
The convenience that the inverse Laplace transform expression of the Borel transform affords
is trading the evaluation of a differential operator for a complex contour integration.
x
y
b
Γ0
Figure 1.2: Integration contour for inverse Laplace transform
Consider the contour of integration Γ0 for (1.46) shown in Figure 1.2. To evaluate this
integral, we may deform this contour into the closed “keyhole” contour depicted in Figure
1.3, provided we take the limit R→∞.
We can then break the closed contour into individual pieces, and using Cauchy’s Integral
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Γ3
R
Γ5
x
y
Γ4
Γ1Γ2
Γ6
Figure 1.3: Deformed contour
Theorem, ∮
ΓTotal
≡
6∑
i=1
∫
Γi
= 0. (1.47)
By taking the limit R → ∞ in the closed contour, we see that we may relate our original
contour to our closed deformed contour by
∫
Γ0
= lim
R→∞
∫
Γ1
, (1.48)
leaving us with a way to relate Γ0 to (1.47),
∫
Γ0
= lim
R→∞
(
−
6∑
i=2
∫
Γi
)
. (1.49)
We will find that the only contributions from the right side of (1.49) are associated with the
branch and pole structure of our operator product expansion of the correlation function.
If we return to equation (1.44) and now examine the right-hand side, we see that we need
information about Im Π(s) to evalute the integral. This expression is often referred to as the
hadronic spectral function. To relate the quark dynamics contained in the QCD correlator
to the dispersion relation describing the hadronic bound states, we must specify a model
for the hadronic spectral function a priori. We are interested in the ground state mass of
the hybrid bound state; experimental mass spectra show bound states as peaks centred on
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energies corresponding to the particle mass. We model the hadronic spectral function with
what is called the narrow resonance model,
Im Π(s) = pi
n∑
r=1
f 2rm
2
rδ
(
s−m2r
)
+ θ (s− s0) ImΠQCD(s) (1.50)
where ImΠQCD(s) represents the QCD continuum beginning at a value s0; this is obtained
from the complex structure of our correlation function. Specifically we only look at the first
resonance (n = 1), as we are interested in the ground state of these mesons. With this model
in place, (1.44) becomes
L−1 [ΠV,S (Q2)] = f 21m21e−m21τ + 1pi
∫ ∞
s0
ds ImΠQCD (s) e−sτ . (1.51)
To determine the mass of our hadronic state, we define our Laplace sum rule as
R0(τ, s0) = L−1
[
Πv,s
(
Q2
)]− 1
pi
∫ ∞
s0
ds ImΠQCD (s) e−sτ , (1.52)
and evaluate the left side of the following expression, giving the calculated mass of the
hadronic state,
− d
dτ
R0(τ, s0)
R0(τ, s0)
= m2H . (1.53)
where values of τ and s0 are numerically fitted.
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Chapter 2
Calculation of the Correlation Function
2.1 Conventions, Definitions, and Miscellaneous Re-
sults
Primarily our work follows the conventions of [16], however we will review our notations and
conventions before proceeding further. As previously mentioned in Chapter 1, we utilized
“natural units” for simplified calculations (~ = c = 1). Field theoretical calculations take
place in the following Minkowskian spacetime metric:
gµν ≡

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 . (2.1)
QCD is a gauge theory with force-carrying gauge bosons; it is necessary to specify our
gauge-covariant derivative,
Dµ(x) = ∂µ − igstaBaµ(x). (2.2)
The gauge field Baµ(x) is a depiction of our force carriers, the gluons, while the group generator
ta contains their colour structure. For the purposes of our analysis, we primarily consider
strange quark and antiquark fields (sαi (x), s
α
i (x)), and charm quark and antiquark fields
(cαi (x), c
α
i (x)), decorated with quark colour α and Dirac index i. We denote the gluon field
as Baµ(x) with gluon color index a, Lorentz index µ, acting at spacetime coordinate x. It
is convenient to form the gluon field strength tensor in order to formulate a gauge-invariant
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Langrangian,
Gaµρ(x) = ∂µB
a
ρ(x)− ∂ρBaµ(x) + gsfabcBbµ(x)Bcρ(x). (2.3)
Notice that this closely resembles the electromagnetic field strength tensor, with the exception
of the interaction term introduced by the non-abelian nature of QCD. The gluon field strength
tensor may be written as a commutator of the gauge-covariant derivative (2.2),
− [Dµ, Dν ] = igstaGaµν(x) ≡ Gµν(x), (2.4)
(it can be convenient to represent this colourless quantity using the notation Gµν(x) as
shown). Additionally, we will perform our calculations of the non-local VEVs by utilizing
the fixed-point gauge relating the gluon field to the gluon field strength tensor,
Baµ(x) =
∫ 1
0
dααGaωµ(αx)x
ω. (2.5)
where expanding around x = 0,
Baµ(x) =
1
2
xω0Gaω0µ(0) +
1
3
xω0xω1∂ω1G
a
ω0µ
(0) + . . . . (2.6)
Note that (2.6) implies that Baµ(0) = 0. It has been shown in [23] that the utilization of
the fixed-point gauge, which itself violates translation invariance, does not conflict with the
covariant gauge in QCD.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the mass calculation of our hybrid system begins with a hybrid
current (and its conjugate) associated with our particular open-charm system for a JP = 1−.
jµ(x) =gsc
α
i (x)t
αβ
a γ
ρ
ijG
a
µρ(x)s
β
j (x)
j†µ(x) =gss
α
i (x)t
αβ
a γ
ρ
ijG
a
µρ(x)c
β
j (x)
(2.7)
With this current appropriately describing the charm, strange, and gluonic content, we can
analyze this hybrid system in our correlator (1.11). The QCD Lagrangian in its full form,
restricted to the quark flavours involved in our calculation and including the Fadeev-Popov
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ghosts is
LQCD(x) =− 1
2
[∂µB
a
ν (x)] [∂
µBνa(x)− ∂νBµa (x)]−
1
2a
[∂µB
µ
a (x)] [∂νB
ν
a(x)]
+
i
2
(
sα(x)/∂sα(x) + cα(x)/∂cα(x)
)− i
2
([∂µsα(x)] ∂
µsα(x) + [∂µcα(x)] ∂
µcα(x))
−mssα(x)sα(x)−mccα(x)cα(x)
+
1
2
gs
(
sα(x)λ
a
αβγ
µsβ(x)B
a
µ(x) + cα(x)λ
a
αβγ
µcβ(x)B
a
µ(x)
)
− 1
2
gsfabc
[
∂µB
a
ν (x)− ∂νBaµ(x)
]
Bµb (x)B
ν
c (x)
− 1
4
g2sfabcfadeB
b
µ(x)B
c
ν(x)B
µ
d (x)B
ν
e (x)
− [∂µφa(x)] ∂µφa(x) + gsfabc [∂µφa(x)]φb(x)Bµc (x).
(2.8)
The diagrams at leading order in our calculation do not have the necessary topology to require
the consideration of ghost particles, and terms of O (g2s) in Lint (which are contributions to
higher-order diagrams) are neglected. With this, we can separate the interacting Lagrangian
at order O(gs) into
Lint(x) = 1
2
gs
((
sα(x)λ
a
αβγ
µsβ(x)B
a
µ(x) + cα(x)λ
a
αβγ
µcβ(x)B
a
µ(x)
)− fabcGaµν(x)Bµb (x)Bνc (x)) .
(2.9)
Out of convenience, we have defined above Gaµρ(x) = ∂µB
a
ρ(x) − ∂ρBaµ(x) such that (2.3) is
simplified to
Gaµρ(x) = G
a
µρ(x) + gsf
abcBbµ(x)B
c
ρ(x). (2.10)
This cleans up (2.9), and will serve to simplify the calculation of the correlation function.
Our previous expression (1.14) allowed us to express the interacting theory in terms of a
perturbative expansion of the free theory with the interacting Lagrangian. Expressed in
terms of our correlation function (1.11) and taking our perturbative expansion to next-to-
leading order, we obtain
Πµν (q) = i
∫
d4x eiq·x〈Ω|Tjµ (x) j†ν (0) |Ω〉 −
∫
d4x d4y eiq·x〈Ω|Tjµ (x)Lint(y)j†ν (0) |Ω〉,
(2.11)
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which is evaluated utilizing the field theoretical tools discussed so far, such as Wick’s theorem.
We define the following quark and gluon propogators in terms of their contraction expressed
in d dimensions:
c(x)c(y) =
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
iSmc (p) e−ip·(x−y)
≡
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
i(/p+mc)
p2 −m2c + i
e−ip·(x−y)
(2.12)
s(x)s(y) =
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
iSms (p) e−ip·(x−y)
≡
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
i(/p+ms)
p2 −m2s + i
e−ip·(x−y)
(2.13)
Baµ(x)B
b
ν(y) =
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
iδabDµν(p)e
−ip·(x−y)
≡ −
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
iδab gµν
p2
e−ip·(x−y)
. (2.14)
Here, S and Dµν are the momentum-space quark and gluon propogators, respectively. The
following identity will be useful later in dealing with our non-perturbative contributions to
the correlation function (the fermion propogator here is phrased in momentum-space):
∂
∂pµ
S (p) = −S (p) γµS (p) . (2.15)
Using the definition of the gluon field strength tensor and (2.14), we can derive the following
results:
Gaµρ(x)G
b
νσ(y) =
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
iδabHµρνσ(p)e
−ip·(x−y)
≡ −i
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
δab
p2
e−ip·(x−y) (gρσpµpν + gµνpρpσ − gρνpµpσ − gµσpρpν)
(2.16)
Gaµρ(x)B
b
λ(y) = −
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
δab
p2
e−ip·(y−x) (gλσpν − gλνpσ) . (2.17)
Note that definition Gaµρ(x) = ∂µB
a
ρ(x) − ∂ρBaµ(x) (the simplification introduced in (2.10))
separates the O (g0s) and O (gs) terms in (2.3); in calculating the correlation function to
leading order, we consider contributions at O (g2s). By defining Gaµρ(x), we can express our
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contractions in terms of this quantity which simplifies our calculation. The contraction of
two full gluon field strength tensors introduces contributions at O (g4s) when considered in
the context of our correlation function. However, we will later make use of the cross-terms
produced in contracting two full gluon field strength tensors,
Gaµρ(x)G
b
νσ(y) = G
a
µρ(x)G
b
νσ(y) + gsf
adeBdµ(x)B
e
ρ(x)G
b
νσ(y) + gsf
adeBdµ(x)B
e
ρ(x)G
b
νσ(y)
+ gsf
bfgGaµρ(x)B
f
ν (y)B
g
σ(y) + gsf
bfgGaµρ(x)B
f
ν (y)B
g
σ(y) +O
(
g2s
)
.
(2.18)
Another consideration that must be addressed is the colour structure of the calculations.
Our current (2.7) contains the generators taαβ =
λaαβ
2
, where λaαβ are the Gell-Mann matrices
(a is the gluon colour index, while αβ are quark colour indices) which define the so-called
antisymmetric structure constants, fabc, as shown in (1.2). In evaluating the colour alge-
bra in the calculation of our correlation function, we utilize the following identities relating
generators and structure constants [16]:
taαβt
b
βα = tr
[
tatb
]
=
δab
2(
tatb
)
αβ
fabc =
3i
2
tcαβ(
tatatb
)
αβ
=
4
3
tbαβ(
tatbta
)
αβ
= −1
6
tbαβ
tr
[
tatbtc
]
=
1
4
(
dabc + ifabc
)
.
(2.19)
Here, dabc define the symmetric structure constants (in contrast to fabc),
{
ta, tb
}
=
1
N
δab + dabctc. (2.20)
2.2 Calculation Overview
As mentioned previously, the starting point for our calculations is to look at the correlation
function formed using our hybrid current (2.11). The time-ordered products above may be
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expanded via Wick’s theorem in such a way that we isolate the non-zero vacuum expectation
values present in QCD. We expand the correlation function up to dimension six using (1.28),
giving us an expression phrased in terms of local vacuum expectation values 〈ss〉, 〈αGG〉,
〈sσ · Gs〉, and 〈g3G3〉 (dimension three quark, dimension four gluon, dimension five mixed,
and dimension six gluon condensates respectively). We begin from (2.11) and obtain
Πµν (q) = ig
2
s
∫
d4x eiq·x〈Ω|Tcαi (x)taαβγρijGaµρ(x)sβj (x)sαk (0)tbαβγσklGbνσ(0)cβl (0)|Ω〉
+
ig2s
2
∫
d4x d4y eiq·x〈Ω|Tcαi (x)tαβa γρijGaµρ(x)sβj (x)sα(y)λaαβγµsβ(y)Baµ(y)
× sαl (0)tαβb γσlkGbνσ(0)cβk(0)|Ω〉
+
ig2s
2
∫
d4x d4y eiq·x〈Ω|Tcαi (x)tαβa γρijGaµρ(x)sβj (x)cα(y)λaαβγµcβ(y)Baµ(y)
× sαl (0)tαβb γσlkGbνσ(0)cβk(0)|Ω〉
− ig
2
sfabc
2
∫
d4x d4y eiq·x〈Ω|Tcαi (x)tαβa γρijGaµρ(x)sβj (x)
(
Gaµν(x)B
µ
b (x)B
ν
c (x)
)
× sαl (0)tαβb γσlkGbνσ(0)cβk(0)|Ω〉.
(2.21)
As mentioned previously in (1.12), the correlator Πµν (q) can be broken up into scalar and
vector components; these components can be represented through the OPE as,
ΠV,S
(
q2
)
= Cpert
(
q2
)
1 + Css
(
q2
) 〈ss〉+ CG2 (q2) 〈αGG〉
+ Csσ·Gs
(
q2
) 〈sσ ·Gs〉+ CG3 (q2) 〈g3G3〉. (2.22)
The coefficients Cpert, Css, CG2 , Csσ·Gs, and CG3 are determined through the Wick contractions
of the time-ordered products above, as well as factors associated with the series expansion
of the non-local VEVs. These contractions are summarized diagrammatically in Figures 2.1,
2.2, 2.3, and 2.41. Our study of open-flavour systems proceeds in analogy to [25] where
we have borrowed the diagram numbering scheme for convenience. The Roman numbering
scheme of [25] appears in parentheses alongside the sequential Latin numbering adopted for
the purposes of presentation in this thesis.
1All Feynman diagrams following created using Jaxodraw [24].
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Figure 2.1: Feynman diagram depictions of dimension four gluon (II) and quark (III)
condensates, parameterized by the condensates 〈αG2〉 and 〈qq〉 respectively.
2.3 Perturbative Contributions
Diagram 1 (I)
To begin, we examine the contributions to our correlation function from perturbation theory,
which just corresponds to a single two-loop diagram at leading order, and a fully Wick-
contracted term in the OPE
Πpertµν (q) = ig
2
s
∫
ddx eiq·x〈Ω|cαi (x)taαβγρijGaµρ(x)sβj (x)sβ
′
k (0)t
b
β′α′γ
σ
klG
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
= −i3g2s tr
[
tatb
] ∫
ddx eiq·xSmcli (−x)γρijSmsjk (x)γσkl
×
(
−i
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
δab
p2
e−ip·x (gρσpµpν + gµνpρpσ − gρνpµpσ − gµσpρpν)
)
.
(2.23)
From here, it’s convenient to move the calculation into momentum-space. To do this, we
simply substitute the propagators phrased in terms of position space for their Fourier-
transformed versions,
S (x) =
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
e−ik·xS(k). (2.24)
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Figure 2.2: Feynman diagram depictions of the dimension five (“mixed”) condensates,
parameterized by the condensate 〈qσ ·Gq〉.
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Figure 2.3: Feynman diagram depictions of the various contributions to the dimension
six gluon condensate, parameterized by the condensate 〈g3G3〉.
Figure 2.4: Feynman diagram representation of perturbation theory.
Replacing the charm and the strange quark propagators (Smc and Sms , respectively) with
their momentum-space equivalents, we arrive at
Πpertµν (q) = g
2
s tr [t
ata]
∫
ddp ddk
(2pi)2d
1
p2
tr [Smc(k − q)γρSms(p)γσ]
× (gρσpµpν + gµνpρpσ − gρνpµpσ − gµσpρpν) .
(2.25)
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By evaluating the colour and fermion traces utilizing results from (1.15) and (2.19), and
contracting the ρ and σ indices, we arrive at
Πpertµν (q) = 4g
2
s
∫
ddp ddk
(2pi)2d
(
(kλ − qλ)pκtr
[
γλγργκγσ
]
+mcmstr [γ
ργσ]
)
(k − p)2((k − q)2 −m2c)(p2 −m2s)
× (gρσpµpν + gµνpρpσ − gρνpµpσ − gµσpρpν)
= 4g2s
∫
ddp ddk
(2pi)2d
1
(k − p)2((k − q)2 −m2c)(p2 −m2s)
× ((p2(2k · q +msmc − p · q) + k · p (−2k · q − 2msmc + p2)
+k2
(
k · p+msmc − 2p2 + p · q
))
gµν
+ kµ
(
kν
(−(d− 2)k · p+ (d− 2)msmc + (d− 4)p · q + 2p2)
− pν
(−(d− 2)k · p+ (d− 2)msmc − k · q + k2 + p2 + (d− 3)p · q)
+
(
k · p− p2) qν)
+ pµpν((d− 2)msmc + (d− 2)p · q + 2k2 + (2− d)k · p− 2k · q)
+ pµkν((2− d)msmc + (d− 2)k · p− p2 − k2 + k · q + (3− d)p · q)
+ qµkν(k · p− p2) + (qµpν + pµqν)(p2 − k · p)
))
(2.26)
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From here, we can extract the contribution to the vector (J = 1) state by applying (1.13).
Thus,
Πpertv
(
q2
)
= 16g2s
∫
ddp ddk
(2pi)d
1
(k − p)2((k − q)2 −m2c)(p2 −m2s)
× 1
(d− 1)q2
(
mcms
(
(d− 2)(p · q)2 − (2d− 3)q2 (k2 + p2))
+ 2k · q (−p · q ((d− 2)mcms + (d− 2)p · q + k2 + p2)
− (d− 2)p2q2)
+ k · p (q2 (2(2d− 3)mcms + k2 + p2)
+ 2(d− 2)k · q (p · q + q2)− (d− 2)(k · q)2
+2(d− 3)q2p · q − (d− 2)(p · q)2)
+ (k · q)2 ((d− 2)mcms + (d− 2)p · q + 2p2)
+ 2(d− 3)k2p2q2 + p · q (q2 ((5− 2d)k2 + p2)
+(d− 2)(p · q)2 + 2k2p · q)− 2(d− 2)q2(k · p)2)
(2.27)
It is at this point where we expand our expression about ms = 0 to first order. A series ex-
pansion in the strange quark mass allows us to reduce the number of dimensionful parameters
in our integrands and simplify the evaluation of the integral:
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Πpertv
(
q2
)
=
16g2s
(d− 1)q2
(∫
ddp ddk
(2pi)d
1
(k − p)2((k − q)2 −m2c)p2
× (2k · q (−p · q ((d− 2)p · q + k2 + p2)
− (d− 2)p2q2)
+ k · p (q2 (k2 + p2)+ 2(d− 2)k · q (p · q + q2)
− (d− 2)(k · q)2 + 2(d− 3)q2p · q
− (d− 2)(p · q)2)
+ (k · q)2 ((d− 2)p · q + 2p2)+ 2(d− 3)k2p2q2
+ p · q (q2 ((5− 2d)k2 + p2)+ (d− 2)(p · q)2 + 2k2p · q)
− 2(d− 2)q2(k · p)2)
+ms
(∫
ddp ddk
(2pi)d
1
(k − p)2((k − q)2 −m2c)p2
× (mc ((d− 2)(p · q)2 − (2d− 3)q2 (k2 + p2))
+ k · p (4dq2mc − 6q2mc)+mc(k · q)(p · q)(4− 2d)
+mc(k · q)2(d− 2)
))
.
(2.28)
The O (m0s) contribution to this expression describes the perturbation theory contribution
for the charm-light hybrid state. The addition of the O (ms) correction allows us to look at
the charm-strange hybrid case with the correct strange quark mass in mind. From here, we
input our result into the TARCER package in order to apply Tarasov recursion relations,
reducing the evaluation of our integrations to TARCER’s master integrals,
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Πpertv
(
q2
)
=
23−2dpi−dg2s
3(d− 1)(3d− 4)(3d− 2)q2
×
( ((
d3 − 3d2 − 4d+ 12)m6c + 2 (−39d3 + 216d2 − 382d+ 220)m4cq2
+
(−39d3 + 199d2 − 324d+ 164)m2cq4 + 4(d− 2)2(d− 1)q6)Jd{1,mc},{1, 0},{1, 0}
−m2c
(
m2c − q2
) ((
d2 − 4)m4c − 8 (d2 − 3d+ 2) q4 − (10− 7d)2m2cq2)
× Jd{2,mc},{1, 0},{1, 0}
)
+ms
(
23−2dpi−dg2smc
3(d− 1)(3d− 4)q2
×
( ((
7d2 − 33d+ 36)m2cq2 + 2 (d2 − 3d+ 2) q4 − (d− 3)dm4c)
× Jd{1,mc},{1, 0},{1, 0}
+m2c
(
m2c − q2
) (
dm2c + (8− 5d)q2
)
Jd{2,mc},{1, 0},{1, 0}
)
.
(2.29)
Utilizing the results in [18] and [19], we can evaluate the J-type integrals appearing in our
perturbative expression using (1.37). After evaluation of the integrals, we proceed to tackling
the -expansion of the dimensional regularization. We take the same convention as [16], with
d = 4 + 2. From here, we expand about  = 0. To isolate any divergent behaviour about
 = 0 in the hypergeometric functions appearing in (1.37), we use the definition of the
hypergeometric functions in (1.38) as well as the involved Pochhammer symbols (1.39) to
separate the divergences in  before series expanding. Starting with an expression of the
form
f1()2F1
[
a(), b()
c()
|z
]
, (2.30)
where the functional dependence of  has been denoted explicitly, inserting our expressions
(1.38) and (1.39) we have
f1()
(
Γ (c())
Γ (a()) Γ (b())
∞∑
n=0
Γ (a() + n) Γ (b() + n)
Γ (c() + n)
zn
n!
)
. (2.31)
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We selectively sum for explicit values of n until all divergences are removed from the sum as
→ 0:
f1()
(
1 +
Γ (c())
Γ (a()) Γ (b())
Γ (a() + 1) Γ (b() + 1)
Γ (c() + 1)
z
+ . . .+
Γ (c())
Γ (a()) Γ (b())
∞∑
n=N
Γ (a() +N) Γ (b() +N)
Γ (c() +N)
zN
N !
)
,
(2.32)
where N above is some integer in the sum where → 0 results in a finite contribution to the
sum. We then expand both f1 and the hypergeometric function about  = 0,(
a1
2
+
b1

+ c1 + . . .
)(
a2 + b2+ c2
2 + . . .
)
. (2.33)
Note that the O ( 1
m
)
exhibited in f1 determines the order in  that we must expand our
hypergeometric functions to in order to account for all finite contributions as  → 0. After
expanding about  = 0, we apply our MS renormalization prescription (1.33), and we are left
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with an expression of the form
Πpertv =
αm6c(2z + 1)
32pi32
−
αm6c
(
−120 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
− 240z log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ 4z3 − 45z2 + 180z + 150
)
1920pi3
+
αm5c
345600pi3z2
(
− 360mcz2
(
4z3 − 45z2 + 180z + 150) log(m2c
ν2
)
+ 7200mc(6z + 3)z
2 log2
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ 7200mc(6z + 3)z
2Li2(z)
+ 4212mcz
5 − 44865mcz4
+ 240mcz
3
(
45pi2 − 53 + 180 log(2))
+ 360
(
157 + 15pi2
)
mcz
2 − 360mcz
+ 360mc(1− z)(−z(1− z(−z(41− 4z)− 141))− 1) log(1− z)
)
+ms
(
− αm
5
cz
48pi32
−
αm5cz
(
24 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ 3z − 22
)
576pi3
− αm
5
czLi2(z)
24pi3
+
αm5c(1− z)(1− z(5− z(3z + 13))) log(1− z)
288pi3z2
− αm
5
c (−z (−z (−225z + 72pi2 + 116)− 132)− 24)
6912pi3z
−
αm5cz log
2
(
m2c
ν2
)
24pi3
+
αm5cz(22− 3z) log
(
m2c
ν2
)
288pi3
)
,
(2.34)
where we have made the replacement z = q
2
m2c
, and the polylogarithm Li2(z) is defined by
Lin(z) =
∞∑
k=1
zk
kn
. (2.35)
Of concern in the correlation function is the z-dependence of the final -expanded expression.
In the QCD sum rule analysis to extract the mass prediction, the Borel transform (1.42)
eliminates all constant terms, and all polynomials in z. This eliminates all O (−2), O (−1),
and O (0) terms with polynomial z-dependence, leaving us with the more complicated func-
tions of z. It is from here that the QCD sum rule analysis begins, which is beyond the scope
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of this thesis.
2.4 Non-Perturbative Contributions
As we move forward from looking at the perturbative calculation to the non-perturbative
contributions to the correlation function, we will pause to address the additional complica-
tions of evaluating the non-local vacuum expectation values arising from uncontracted field
operators. The time-ordered product from (1.11) sheds light on the types of non-zero vacuum
expectation values we will encounter:
〈Ω|Tci(x)Gµρ(x)sj(x)sk(0)Gνσ(0)cl(0)|Ω〉. (2.36)
Keeping in mind the combinatoric nature of Wick’s theorem described in (1.16), we can see
that with appropriate combinations of contractions we will be left with2
〈sβ′k (0)sβj (x)〉 (2.37)
〈Gaµρ(x)Gbνσ(0)〉, (2.38)
which both satisfy the mass dimension ≤ 6 for the order of our particular calculation. Note
that by leaving the strange quark and gluon field strength fields uncontracted, we could
generate a dimension seven condensate; as this is beyond the order we are examining, we
neglect these contributions. We note that a relationship between the heavy-quark condensate
and the gluon condensates has previously been determined. Equation (27.52) in [15] describes
an expansion of the quark condensate up to dimension six gluon condensates,
〈qq〉 = − 1
12pimq
〈αG2〉 − 1
1440pi2m3q
〈g3G3〉+ . . . (2.39)
where mq represents the appropriate quark mass. As the information contained in the heavy
quark condensate can be described through the gluon condensates (which we have already
2We have dropped the N{} notation indicating normal-ordering, as well as the explicit bra- and ket- states
to simplify notation.
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included in our calculation), the heavy quark condensates are not included in OPE calcula-
tions to avoid the over-counting of states. For this reason, we do not consider the condensate
associated with the charm quarks, only the strange quarks; the expansion above is performed
for heavy quarks, and does not converge for the lighter case of the strange quark. Further,
if we consider the higher-order radiative contributions as expressed in (2.11) and (2.22), we
realize that more combinations arise; these non-local VEVs will eventually lead to expressions
written in terms of the dimension five mixed and dimension six gluon condensates:
〈sβ′k (z)Bcλ(y)sβj (x)〉 (2.40)
〈sβ′k (z)Gcλκ(y)sβj (x)〉 (2.41)
〈Gaµρ(x)Bcλ(y)Gbνσ(z)〉 (2.42)
〈Gaµρ(x)Gcλκ(y)Gbνσ(z)〉. (2.43)
In order to determine the form of these VEVs, we use the following ideas:
1. Locality: The non-zero VEVs are a property of the QCD vacuum, which is described
through the metric gµν and the Dirac matrices.
2. The interacting vacuum |Ω〉 is gauge and Lorentz invariant.
3. Gaµν(x) is antisymmetric under exchange of Lorentz indices.
4. The QCD equations of motion.
As an example, consider the non-local VEV in (2.38) As discussed in Chapter 1, the operator
product expansion takes non-local operators such as (2.38) above, and expresses them in
terms of a series of local operators. By taking a series expansion about x = 0, we find
〈Gaµρ(x)Gbνσ(0)〉 ≈ 〈Gaµρ(0)Gbνσ(0)〉+ xω〈
(
∂ωG
a
µρ(0)
)
Gbνσ(0)〉
+
xω1xω2
2
〈(∂ω1∂ω2Gaµρ(0))Gbνσ(0)〉+ . . . . (2.44)
Focusing on the O (x0) term on the RHS of (2.44), we notice that the above combination
of gluon field strength tensors are antisymmetric under the exchange of µ ↔ ν or ρ ↔ σ,
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and for a colourless state (required by the gauge-invariance of the vacuum) we require a = b.
From here we can extract the colour and Lorentz structure,
〈Gaµρ(0)Gbνσ(0)〉 = C δab(gµνgρσ − gµσgρν). (2.45)
To determine the coefficient C, we can contract both sides with δabgµνgρσ to isolate C
〈Gaµσ(0)Gaµσ(0)〉 = C δaa(d2 − d)
⇒ C = 〈GG〉
8d(d− 1) ,
(2.46)
where we have defined 〈Gaµσ(0)Gaµσ(0)〉 ≡ 〈GG〉.
Considering the O (x) term in (2.44), we note that the Lorentz structure of the VEV is
such that we are unable to build it solely from combinations of the metric (i.e., the VEV has
an odd number of Lorentz indices). Since we are unable to construct the Lorentz structure,
the contribution of the O (x) term must be zero.
Lastly, we will take a look at carefully deducing the form of the O (x2) term in (2.44). Ac-
cording to [16], due to our gauge condition (2.6) we can exchange our conventional derivatives
for an arrangement of gauge-covariant ones
xω1∂ω1Gµν(0) = x
ω1 [Dω1(0), Gµν(0)] . (2.47)
Note the careful distinction between Gaµν and Gµν (recall that we first introduced this in
(2.4)). We can take our expansion (2.44) and include the appropriate colour terms to write
our expansion in terms of Gµν ,
−g2s(tatb)〈Gaµρ(x)Gbνσ(0)〉 =− g2s(tatb)〈Gaµρ(0)Gbνσ(0)〉+ . . .
+
1
2
xω1xω2〈[Dω1(0), [Dω2(0), Gµρ(0)]]Gνσ(0)〉
(2.48)
(note that the O (x) term in the expansion is zero as previously discussed). From this next-to-
leading-order term, we can extract a contribution to the dimension six gluon condensate. The
form of the VEV above has two symmetries that will help us contruct a general expression;
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the expression is antisymmetric under the exchange of µ↔ ρ and ν ↔ σ. With this in mind,
we construct a general form for the VEV 3
〈[Dω1 , [Dω2 , Gµρ]]Gνσ〉 =Agω1ω2 (gµνgρσ − gρνgµσ)
+B [gω2ν (gω1µgρσ − gω1ρgµσ)− gω2σ (gω1µgρν − gω1ρgµν)]
+ C [gω1ν (gω2µgρσ − gω2ρgµσ)− gω1σ (gω2µgρν − gω2ρgµν)] .
(2.49)
Once again, by contracting with different combinations of metrics, we can solve for the
coefficients A, B, and C. Consider the combinations: (1) gω2µgω1νgρσ, (2) gω1µgω2νgρσ, and
(3) gω1ω2gµνgρσ. Applying (1) to the LHS of (2.49),
gω2µgω1νgρσ〈[Dω1 , [Dω2 , Gµρ]]Gνσ〉 = 〈[Dν , [Dµ, Gµρ]]Gνρ〉
= 〈[Dν , Jρ]Gνρ〉
(2.50)
where we have applied the equation of motion from [16]
[Dµ(x), Gµν(x)] = −ig2sta
∑
A
qA(x)taγνq
A(x) ≡ Jν(x). (2.51)
Here, we can utilize translation invariance to simplify our result in (2.50). Translation
invariance arises from the idea that local VEVs are not dependent on their coordinate, i.e.
∂µ〈A(0)B(0)〉 = 0
⇒ 〈(∂µA(0))B(0)〉 = −〈A(0) (∂µB(0))〉.
(2.52)
This combined with (2.47) allows us to write (2.50) as
〈[Dν , Jρ]Gνρ〉 = −〈Jρ [Dν , Gνρ]〉
= −〈JρJρ〉,
(2.53)
3For the remainder of the calculation of this dimension six VEV, we will assume that covariant derivatives
Dµ, currents Jµ, and gluon field strength operators Gµν or Gaµν all act at the coordinate x = 0 unless
explicitly specified.
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where we have used the equation of motion (2.51). This term is of O (g4s) which is of a higher
order than our calculation, thus it is neglected. Our final form of the contracted equation is
gω2µgω1νgρσ〈[Dω1 , [Dω2 , Gµρ]]Gνσ〉 = gω2µgω1νgρσ
(
Agω1ω2 (gµνgρσ − gρνgµσ)
+B [gω2ν (gω1µgρσ − gω1ρgµσ)− gω2σ (gω1µgρν − gω1ρgµν)]
+ C [gω1ν (gω2µgρσ − gω2ρgµσ)− gω1σ (gω2µgρν − gω2ρgµν)]
)
⇒ 0 = (d− 1)d(A+B + (d− 1)C).
(2.54)
Applying (2) to (2.49),
gω1µgω2νgρσ〈[Dω1 , [Dω2 , Gµρ]]Gνσ〉 = 〈[Dµ, [Dν , Gµρ]]Gρν〉
= −〈[Dν , [Gµρ, Dµ]]Gρν〉
− 〈[Gµρ, [Dµ, Dν ]]Gρν〉,
(2.55)
where we have used the Jacobi Identity
[A, [B,C]] + [B, [C,A]] + [C, [A,B]] = 0 (2.56)
to rewrite the RHS. The first term on the RHS of (2.55) is an O (g4s) contribution as before
in (2.53) which we neglect. For the second term, we apply the equation of motion (2.4) to
get
gω1µgω2νgρσ〈[Dω1 , [Dω2 , Gµρ]]Gνσ〉 = 〈[Gµρ, Gµν ]Gρν〉 (2.57)
Using the definition for Gµν in (2.4), we can write
〈[Gµρ, Gµν ]Gρν〉 = −g3s
[
ta, tb
]
td〈GaµρGµνbGdνρ〉
= −ig3sfabctr
[
tctd
] 〈GaµρGµνbGdνρ〉
= −ig
3
sf
abd
2
〈GaµρGµνbGdνρ〉
≡ −ig
3
s
2
〈GGG〉,
(2.58)
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where we have grouped all the coloured terms into the definition of the VEV
〈GGG〉 ≡ fabd〈GaµρGµνbGdνρ〉. (2.59)
Our final contracted equation is
gω1µgω2νgρσ〈[Dω1 , [Dω2 , Gµρ]]Gνσ〉 = gω1µgω2νgρσ
(
Agω1ω2 (gµνgρσ − gρνgµσ)
+B [gω2ν (gω1µgρσ − gω1ρgµσ)− gω2σ (gω1µgρν − gω1ρgµν)]
+ C [gω1ν (gω2µgρσ − gω2ρgµσ)− gω1σ (gω2µgρν − gω2ρgµν)]
)
⇒ −ig
3
s
2
〈GGG〉 = (−1 + d)d(A+B(−1 + d) + C).
(2.60)
In much the same way, we can show that the application of projector (3), gω1ω2gµνgρσ, gives
us
− ig3s〈GGG〉 = (−1 + d)d(2B + Ad+ 2C). (2.61)
Taking equations (2.54), (2.60), and (2.61), we determine
A = − ig
3
s〈GGG〉
d(d− 2)(d+ 2) (2.62)
B = − ig
3
s〈GGG〉
2d(d− 2)(d+ 2) (2.63)
C =
3ig3s〈GGG〉
2d(d− 1)(d− 2)(d+ 2) . (2.64)
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Thus,
〈[Dω1 , [Dω2 , Gµρ]]Gνσ〉 = −
ig3s〈GGG〉
d(d− 2)(d+ 2) gω1ω2 (gµνgρσ − gρνgµσ)
− ig
3
s〈GGG〉
2d(d− 2)(d+ 2)
× [gω2ν (gω1µgρσ − gω1ρgµσ)− gω2σ (gω1µgρν − gω1ρgµν)]
+
3ig3s〈GGG〉
2d(d− 1)(d− 2)(d+ 2)
× [gω1ν (gω2µgρσ − gω2ρgµσ)− gω1σ (gω2µgρν − gω2ρgµν)] .
(2.65)
To conclude, the necessary relationships between the non-local VEVs and the condensates
are as follows [26, 27]:
〈Gaµρ(x)Gbνσ(0)〉 =
〈GG〉
8d(d− 1) δ
ab(gµνgρσ − gµσgρν) (2.66)
〈sβ′k (x)sβj (0)〉 =
〈ss〉
12
δββ
′
δjk (2.67)
tcβ′β〈sβ
′
k (x)B
c
λ(y)s
β
j (0)〉 =
〈sσ ·Gs〉
8id(d− 1)gsyω(σ
ωλ)jk (2.68)
tcβ′β〈sβ
′
k (x)G
c
λκ(y)s
β
j (0)〉 =
〈sσ ·Gs〉
4id(d− 1)gs (σ
λκ)jk (2.69)
g3sf
abc〈Gaητ (x)Gcσα(y)Gbβλ(0)〉 =
〈g3G3〉
d(d2 − 4) [(gτσgαβgλη − gησgαβgλτ )
− (gταgσβgλη − gηαgσβgλτ )
− (gτσgαλgβη − gησgαλgβτ )
+ (gταgσλgβη − gηαgσλgβτ )] .
(2.70)
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〈[Dω1 , [Dω2 , Gµρ]]Gνσ〉 = −
i〈g3G3〉
d(d− 2)(d+ 2) gω1ω2 (gµνgρσ − gρνgµσ)
− i〈g
3G3〉
2d(d− 2)(d+ 2)
× [gω2ν (gω1µgρσ − gω1ρgµσ)− gω2σ (gω1µgρν − gω1ρgµν)]
+
3i〈g3G3〉
2d(d− 1)(d− 2)(d+ 2)
× [gω1ν (gω2µgρσ − gω2ρgµσ)− gω1σ (gω2µgρν − gω2ρgµν)] .
(2.71)
2.4.1 Dimension Four Condensate Contributions
The calculation for the dimension four gluon condensate and the quark condensate proceed
at leading order in gs, without the introduction of any terms from the interaction Lagrangian.
Diagram 2 (II)
Figure 2.5: Dimension four condensate contribution, diagram 2 (II).
Starting from the full time-ordered product in equation (2.11), and proceeding similarly as
in the previous perturbative calculation, we can obtain the dimension four gluon condensate
result by leaving the gluon field strength tensors uncontracted in a normal-ordered product
as
ΠGGµν (q) = ig
2
s
∫
ddx eiq·x〈Ω|cαi (x)taαβγρijGaµρ(x)sβj (x)sβ
′
k (0)t
b
β′α′γ
σ
klG
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉, (2.72)
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leading to the coordinate-space result
ΠGGµν =
ig2s
2
tr
[
tatb
] ∫
ddx eiq·xtr [Smc (x) γσSms (−x) γρ] 〈Gaµρ(x)Gbνσ(0)〉. (2.73)
Moving into momentum space, we project out the vector component as demonstrated in
equation (1.13) and apply the Tarasov recursion relations via TARCER to obtain
ΠGGv (q
2) = −i2
1−dpi−
d
2 g2s〈GG〉
d(d− 1)2q2
( (
(−(d− 4)d− 5)m2cq2 + (d− 2)2q4 +m4c
)
Bd{1,0}
− ((d− 2)2q2 +m2c)Ad{1,M}). (2.74)
Evaluating the A- and B-type integrals, we -expand our result, apply our MS renormaliza-
tion scheme, and obtain our final result
ΠGGv (q
2) =
m2c (9− 4z) 〈αGG〉
144
+
m2c〈αGG〉
864z2
(
− 6(4z − 9)z2 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ 44z3 − 87z2 + 6z − 6(z − 1)2(4z − 1) log(1− z)
)
.
(2.75)
Diagram 3 (III)
Figure 2.6: Dimension four condensate contribution, diagram 3 (III).
Similarly as with the dimension four gluon condensate, the dimension four quark conden-
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sate is formed by leaving the light quark fields uncontracted
Πqqµν (q) = ig
2
s
∫
ddx eiq·x〈Ω|cαi (x)taαβγρijGaµρ(x)sβj (x)sβ
′
k (0)t
b
β′α′γ
σ
klG
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉. (2.76)
As we’re concerned with only O (g2s) contributions at the dimension four condensate level, we
consider the contraction Gaµρ(x)G
b
νσ(0) ≈ Gaµρ(x)Gbνσ(0). We will consider the implications of
higher-order contributions in (2.18) later on when discussing the mixed condensate diagrams.
The result of applying Wick’s theorem (after using (2.67)) is
Πqqµν(q) = −
dg2s〈ss〉
24
∫
ddx eiq·xtr [γσSmc(x)γρ]Hµρνσ(x). (2.77)
Switching to momentum space gives us
Πqqµν(q) =
dg2s〈ss〉
24
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
k2
tr [γσSmc(q − k)γρ] (gρσkµkν + gµνkρkσ − gµσkρkν − gρνkµkσ).
(2.78)
After projecting out the vector component, and applying TARCER, we obtain
Πqqv
(
q2
)
=
ig2smc〈ss〉
3(4pi)
d
2 (d− 1)q2
((
(2− d)m2c + (6− 5d)q2
)
Ad{1,mc}
+ (d− 2) (m2c − q2)2 Bd{1,mc}{1,0}). (2.79)
Our final expression, applying the -expansion and renormalization scheme, is
Πqqv
(
q2
)
=
3αsm
3
c〈ss〉 (z − 9)
54
+
αsm
3
c〈ss〉
(
3(z − 9)z2 log
(
M2
ν2
)
− 5z3 + 30z2 − 3z + 3(z − 1)3 log(1− z)
)
54z2
.
(2.80)
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2.4.2 Dimension Five (“Mixed”) Condensate Contributions
To address the dimension five condensate contributions, we must consider the contributions
from the interaction Lagrangian (2.9) introduced previously. The dimension five condensate
contributions are characterized by the VEV 〈sσ ·Gs〉 defined in (1.24).
Diagram 4 (VII)
Figure 2.7: Mixed condensate contribution, diagram 4 (VII).
The contribution to the dimension five condensate arises from consideration of the full
gluon field strength tensor (2.18) discussed previously. Up until now, we have ignored the
O (gs) term above, as it would only contribute to higher-order corrections in our overall cal-
culation. Here, we consider these higher-order terms, which end up generating an additional
gluon line from our current insertions (depicted in Figure 2.7), thus contributing to the di-
mension five mixed condensates. Utilizing definitions (2.16) and (2.17), we can develop a
complete expression for the contraction of two gluon field strength tensors in momentum-
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space:
Gaµρ(x)G
b
νσ(z) =− i
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
δab
k2
e−ik·(x−z) (gρσkµkν + gµνkρkσ − gρνkµkσ − gµσkρkν)
+ gsf
ade
(
Bdµ(x)
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
δbe
k2
e−ik·(x−z) (gρνkσ − gρσkν)
+Beρ(x)
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
δbd
k2
e−ik·(x−z) (gµνkσ − gµσkν)
)
− gsf bfg
(
Bfν (z)
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
δag
k2
e−ik·(z−x) (gµσkρ − gρσkµ)
+Bgσ(z)
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
δaf
k2
e−ik·(z−x) (gµνkρ − gρνkµ)
)
.
(2.81)
From here, we can revisit our calculation of the dimension four quark condensate depicted
in Figure 2.6, and use the complete form of the gluon field strength propogator to examine
the contributions to the mixed condensate
Πqq, qσGqµν (q) = ig
2
s
∫
ddx eiq·x〈Ω|cαi (x)taαβγρijGaµρ(x)sβj (x)sβ
′
k (0)t
b
β′α′γ
σ
klG
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
= g2s
∫
ddx eiq·x taαβt
b
β′α′ tr [γ
σSmc(x)γρ]
×
(
iδab〈sβ′k (0)sβj (x)〉
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
e−ik·x
k2
(gρσkµkν + gµνkρkσ − gµσkρkν − gρνkµkσ)
+ gsf
ade
(
〈sβ′k (0)Bdµ(x)sβj (x)〉
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
δbe
k2
e−ik·x (gρνkσ − gρσkν)
+ 〈sβ′k (0)Beρ(x)sβj (x)〉
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
δbd
k2
e−ik·x (gµνkσ − gµσkν)
)
− gsf bfg
(
〈sβ′k (0)Bfν (0)sβj (x)〉
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
δag
k2
e−ik·(−x) (gµσkρ − gρσkµ)
+ 〈sβ′k (0)Bgσ(0)sβj (x)〉
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
δaf
k2
e−ik·(−x) (gµνkρ − gρνkµ)
))
.
(2.82)
We identify the first term in the contribution above as the previously considered dimension
four quark condensate (2.78); this piece is dropped, and we are left with the contributions to
the dimension five mixed condensate. Using (2.68) (which eliminates any terms with a gluon
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field B evaluated at the origin), our expression simplifies down to
ΠqσGqµν (q) =
g3s
2
∫
ddx eiq·x
(
tbta
)
β′β γ
σ
klS
mc
li (x)γ
ρ
ij
× xωfade
(
〈sβ′k (0)Gdωµ(x)sβj (x)〉
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
δbe
k2
e−ik·x (gρνkσ − gρσkν)
+ 〈sβ′k (0)Geωρ(x)sβj (x)〉
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
δbd
k2
e−ik·x (gµνkσ − gµσkν)
)
= −3ig
2
s〈sσ ·Gs〉
16d(d− 1)
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
k2
×
(
tr [γσSmc(q − k)γωSmc(q − k)γρσωµ] (gρνkσ − gρσkν)
− tr [γσSmc(q − k)γωSmc(q − k)γρσωρ] (gµνkσ − gµσkν)
)
.
(2.83)
Expanding, extracting the vector component, and applying TARCER, we obtain
ΠqσGqv
(
q2
)
= −3(d− 2)g
2
smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
2d+3pi
d
2 (d− 1)dq · q
((
(2d− 5)q · q +m2c
)
Bd{1,mc},{1,0} −Ad{1,mc}
)
, (2.84)
which evaluates to the -expanded expression
ΠqσGqv
(
q2
)
=
3ig2smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
256pi2
+
ig2smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
(
6z2 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ (6z2 − 4z − 2) log(1− z)− z(5z + 2)
)
512pi2z2
.
(2.85)
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Diagram 5 (VIII)
Figure 2.8: Mixed condensate contribution, diagram 5 (VIII).
The three gluon vertex from the interaction Langrangian (2.9) results in this mixed conden-
sate contribution:
ΠqσGqµν (q) =−
i2g3s
2
f cdetaαβt
b
β′α′
∫
ddx ddy eiq·xγρijγ
σ
kl
×
(
〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)Gcτ (y)Bd(y)Bτe (y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
+ 〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)Gcτ (y)Bd(y)Bτe (y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
+ 〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)Gcτ (y)Bd(y)Bτe (y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
+ 〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)Gcτ (y)Bd(y)Bτe (y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
+ 〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)Gcτ (y)Bd(y)Bτe (y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
+ 〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)Gcτ (y)Bd(y)Bτe (y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
)
.
(2.86)
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Due to the possible permutations arising from the three-gluon interaction, this calculation
is significantly more involved. The above contractions lead to
ΠqσGqµν (q) =−
i3g3s
2
f fcetaαβt
b
β′α′
∫
ddx ddy eiq·x γρijγ
σ
klS
mc
li (−x)
×
(
δafδbeHµρτ (x− y)
( ∂
∂zν
Dτσ(y − z)− ∂
∂zσ
Dτν(y − z)
)
|z=0
× 〈sβ′k (0)Bc(y)sβj (x)〉
+ δafδbcHµρτ (x− y)
( ∂
∂zν
Dσ(y − z)− ∂
∂zσ
Dν(y − z)
)
|z=0
× 〈sβ′k (0)Beτ (y)sβj (x)〉
+ δacδbe
( ∂
∂xµ
Dρ(x− y)− ∂
∂xρ
Dµ(x− y)
)
×
( ∂
∂zν
Dτσ(y − z)− ∂
∂zσ
Dτν(y − z)
)
|z=0
× 〈sβ′k (0)Gfτ (y)sβj (x)〉
+ δacδfb
( ∂
∂xµ
Dρ(x− y)− ∂
∂xρ
Dµ(x− y)
)
×Hτνσ(y − z)〈sβ′k (0)Beτ (y)sβj (x)〉
+ δaeδbc
( ∂
∂xµ
Dρτ (x− y)− ∂
∂xρ
Dµτ (x− y)
)
×
( ∂
∂zν
Dσ(y − z)− ∂
∂zσ
Dν(y − z)
)
|z=0
× 〈sβ′k (0)Gfτ (y)sβj (x)〉
+ δaeδfb
( ∂
∂xµ
Dρτ (x− y)− ∂
∂xρ
Dµτ (x− y)
)
×Hτνσ(y − z)〈sβ′k (0)Bc(y)sβj (x)〉
)
.
(2.87)
We can apply the appropriate colour algebra identities (2.19) alongside (2.68) and (2.69)
to simplify our non-local VEVs. Moving into momentum space, we substitute yωe
ip·y =
−i ∂
∂pω
eip·y (where p is a momentum parameter resulting from the introduction of Fourier
transforms) and evaluate the traces and colour algebra to give us a much more simplified
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expression
ΠqσGqµν (q) =−
3(d− 2)g2smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
2d(d− 1)
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
(k · kgµν + (2d− 3)kµkν)
(k · k)2 (m2c − (k − q) · (k − q))
. (2.88)
Once we extract the vector component and apply TARCER to reduce the integrals, we get
the expression
ΠqσGqv
(
q2
)
=
3 2−d−3(d− 2)pi− d2 g2smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
(d− 1)dq · q
× ((3− 2d)Ad{1,mc} + ((2d− 3)m2c + (2d+ 1)q · q)Bd{1,mc},{1,0}) .
(2.89)
Once the master integrals in this expression are evaluated, we can then -expand this to
obtain the final contribution to our OPE,
ΠqσGqv
(
q2
)
=− 9ig
2
smc〈sσ ·Gs〉)
256pi2
− ig
2
smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
512pi2z2
(
18z2 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ 2
(
9z2 − 4z − 5) log(1− z)
− z(31z + 10)
)
.
(2.90)
Diagram 6 (IX)
This is the first of the mixed condensate diagrams arising from the cBc interaction term in
Lint
ΠqσGqµν (q) = −g3s taαβtbβ′α′tcγδ
∫
ddx ddy eiq·xγρijγ
σ
klγ
η
mn
× 〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)cγm(y)cδn(y)Bcη(y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
=
g2s〈sσ ·Gs〉
48d(d− 1)
∫
ddx ddy yω e
iq·xHµρνσ(x)tr [γρσωηγσSmc(−y)γηSmc(y − x)] .
(2.91)
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Figure 2.9: Mixed condensate contribution, diagram 6 (IX).
Moving to momentum space, substituting yωe
ip·y = −i ∂
∂pω
eip·y, and integrating by parts gives
ΠqσGqµν (q) = −
ig2s〈sσ ·Gs〉
48d(d− 1)
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
k2
tr [γρ(σωη)γ
σSmc(k − q)γωSmc(k − q)γηSmc(k − q)]
× (gρσkµkν + gµνkρkσ − gµσkρkν − gρνkµkσ).
(2.92)
After extracting the vector component and applying TARCER, our expression becomes
ΠqσGqv
(
q2
)
= −i2
−d−4(d− 4)(d− 2)pi− d2 gs〈sσ ·Gs〉
3dmcq · q
× (m2c (m2c − q · q)Bd{1,mc},{1,0} − (m2c + 2q · q)Ad{1,mc}) ,
(2.93)
which evaluates and -expands to the finite expression
ΠqσGqv
(
q2
)
=
ig2smc〈sσ ·Gs〉)
256pi2
. (2.94)
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Diagram 7 (X)
Figure 2.10: Mixed condensate contribution, diagram 7 (X).
Similar to the previous diagram, this is the first contribution to the mixed condensate
arising from the sBs interaction term in Lint. Having one related mirrored diagram (an equiv-
alent diagram resulting from a different permutation of field contractions), this contribution
carries a multiplicity of 2, which has been included in (2.95)
ΠqσGqµν (q) = −2g3s taαβtbβ′α′tcγδ
∫
ddx ddy eiq·xγρijγ
σ
klγ
η
mn
× 〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)sγm(y)sδn(y)Bcη(y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
= −ig
2
s〈sσ ·Gs〉
12d(d− 1)
∫
ddx ddy eiq·x
( ∂
∂xµ
Dρη(x− y)− ∂
∂xρ
Dµη(x− y)
)
× tr [Smc(−x)γρσνσγηSms(−y)γσ] .
(2.95)
The TARCER-reduced vector component is then
ΠqσGqv
(
q2
)
=
2−d−2(d− 3)pi− d2 g2smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
3(d− 1)dq · q
× (((d− 2)m2c + (d+ 2)q · q)Bd{1,mc},{1,0} − (d− 2)Ad{1,mc}) ,
(2.96)
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and the final -expanded expression is
ΠqσGqv
(
q2
)
= −ig
2
smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
384pi2
− ig
2
smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
2304pi2z2
(
6z2 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+
(
6z2 − 4z − 2) log(1− z)− z(5z + 2)) .
(2.97)
Diagram 8 (XI)
Figure 2.11: Mixed condensate contribution, diagram 8 (XI).
This contribution results again from the sBs interaction term considered in the previous
diagram; however, a careful examination of this diagram’s topology reveals a massless tadpole
(see equation (1.40)), which is a direct consequence of the massless approximation of the
strange quark. As such, this diagram vanishes.
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Diagram 9 (XII)
Figure 2.12: Mixed condensate contribution, diagram 9 (XII).
This diagram also arises from the cBc interaction term in (2.9), and also introduces new
complications into the calculation of the overall correlator. There is a multiplicity of two
included in the calculation below to compensate for the similar mirrored diagram. We begin
from the familiar set of contractions with the appropriate Lint term,
ΠqσGqµν (q) = −2g3s taαβtbβ′α′tcγδ
∫
ddx ddy eiq·xγρijγ
σ
klγ
η
mn
× 〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)cγm(y)cδn(y)Bcη(y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
=
2g2s〈sσ ·Gs〉
3d(d− 1)
∫
ddx ddy eiq·x
( ∂
∂xµ
Dρη(x− y)− ∂
∂xρ
Dµη(x− y)
)
× tr [γρσµργσSmc(−y)γηSmc(y − x)]
=
2ig2s〈sσ ·Gs〉
3d(d− 1)
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
(kµgρη − kρgµη)
k2
tr [γρσµργ
σSmc(−q)γηSmc(k − q)] .
(2.98)
Projecting out the vector component and applying recursion relations via TARCER, we
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obtain
ΠqσGqv
(
q2
)
= − 2
1−dpi−
d
2 g2smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
3(d− 1)dq · q (M2 − q · q)
×
((
(6− 5d)q · q − (d− 2)m2c
)
Ad{1,mc}
+ (d− 2) (M2 − q · q)2 Bd{1,mc},{1,0}
)
.
(2.99)
The final -expanded expression we obtain is
ΠqσGqv
(
q2
)
= −ig
2
smc(z − 9)〈sσ ·Gs〉
144pi2(z − 1)
− ig
2
smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
864pi2(z − 1)z2
(
6(z − 9)z2 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ z
(−13z2 + 87z − 6)+ 6(z − 1)3 log(1− z)).
(2.100)
Examining the results of the -expansion in (2.100), we encounter a problem. Recall the
Borel transform (1.42) discussed previously as the basis of the QCD sum rule analysis of
the correlation function. Applying (1.42) to (2.100) would lead to an -dependence in our
sum rule formulation (recall  is a remnant of the dimensional regularization scheme used
to regulate UV divergences), as the O (−1) term in (2.100) has a (simple) pole at z = 1.
The appearance of this divergence is problematic, as QCD is a renormalizable gauge theory
which should not display dependence on this regularization parameter. Here, the field theory
is communicating that there is a missing piece in our renormalization. There are two options
available to look at: renormalize a parameter to absorb this divergence (such as a mass
parameter or VEV), or examine composite operator renormalization of our hybrid current
(2.7), and the resulting operator mixing.
If we eliminate this problematic z-dependence by renormalizing a parameter, we must
examine additional O (g2s) terms, requiring the consideration of higher-order contributions.
Our second option is to consider operator mixing. Given our quantum numbers JP = 1−,
there are other possible currents we can write with the same JP , such as the conventional
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(i.e. non-hybrid) current
jconµ (x) = m
2
cc
α(x)γµs
α(x). (2.101)
Because this current is compatible with our desired quantum numbers, this conventional
current could probe our states of interest and must be considered; hence what we are after
is a renormalized composite current
jrenormµ (x) = Z1 gsc
α
i (x)γρt
a
αβG
a
µρ(x)s
β
j (x) + Z2m
2
cc
α
i (x)γµs
β
j (x) (2.102)
where Z1 and Z2 are renormalization constants. If we exchange this renormalized current
in our correlation function calculation, we see the modifications we need to make to our
calculation of the correlation function
〈Ω|jrenormµ (x)jrenormν †(0)|Ω〉 = |Z1|2〈Ω|jµ(x)jν†(0)|Ω〉
+ Z1Z
?
2〈Ω|jµ(x)jconν †(0)|Ω〉+ Z?1Z2〈Ω|jconµ (x)jν†(0)|Ω〉
+ |Z2|2〈Ω|jconµ (x)jconν †(0)|Ω〉.
(2.103)
The renormalization constant Z1 = 1 +O (αs) associated with our hybrid current will have
higher order αs corrections; with the order of our calculation, we take the leading order
contribution, Z1 = 1. We can empirically determine what Z2 should look like by examin-
ing the
(
Z1Z
?
2〈Ω|jµ(x)jconν †(0)|Ω〉+ Z?1Z2〈Ω|jconµ †(x)jν(0)|Ω〉
)
term in equation (2.103), and
comparing against the discontinuity in (2.100) that is required to cancel. These contributions
naturally form dimension five condensate diagrams of the topology depicted in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Feynman diagram representation of conventional and hybrid operator
mixing. The square vertex represents the conventional current insertion (2.101).
The related mirrored diagram is not shown, but accounted for in the following calculation
of the correlation functions
Πmixingµν (q) = igs
∫
ddx eiq·x
(
Z1Z
?
2〈Ω|cαi (x)γρijtaαβGaµρ(x)sβj (x)sα
′
k (0)γνklc
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
+ Z?1Z2〈Ω|cαi (x)γµijsαj (x)sβ
′
k (0)γ
σ
klt
b
β′α′G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
)
=
i〈sσ ·Gs〉
4d(d− 1)
∫
ddxeiq·x
×
(
Z1Z
?
2tr[S
mc(−x)γρσµργν ] + Z?1Z2tr[Smc(−x)γµσνσγσ]
)
⇒ Πmixingv (q2) =
−2i〈sσ ·Gs〉
dmc(1− z) Im (Z2) .
(2.104)
In the usual fashion, our projection (1.12) gives us the vector component in (2.104); as
this diagram carries no closed loops it is unnecessary to apply TARCER to this diagram.
Comparing this against the discontinuity that must be canceled, we can obtain information
on the renormalization coefficients. The exact divergent contribution in (2.100) is determined
to be
− ig
2
smc(z − 9)〈sσ ·Gs〉
144pi2(z − 1) = −
ig2smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
144pi2
+
ig2smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
18pi2(z − 1) . (2.105)
The actual discontinuity is revealed above; this implies in our result (2.104) that (taking
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d→ 4 + 2),
Im (Z2) =
(4 + 2)g2sm
2
c
36pi2
. (2.106)
Taking this factor, (2.104) becomes
Πmixingv (q
2) = −ig
2
smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
18pi2(z − 1) , (2.107)
which (as expected), provides the appropriate cancellation needed to address the divergence
in (2.100). Notice the factor of 1
d
in (2.104) when combined with (2.106) cancels with the
factor of d = 4 + 2. This means that the contribution from Figure 2.13 only cancels the
discontinuity shown in (2.105), and does not add any finite contributions. Combining (2.107)
with our result (2.100) gives us a final expression with the discontinuity removed,
ΠqσGqv
(
q2
)
+ Πmixingv (q
2) =− ig
2
smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
144pi2
− ig
2
smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
864pi2(z − 1)z2
(
6(z − 9)z2 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ z
(−13z2 + 87z − 6)
+ 6(z − 1)3 log(1− z)
)
.
(2.108)
Note that at our particular order of calculation, the |Z2|2 term in (2.103) will not contribute;
the renormalization-induced operator mixing occurs at O (αs) in Z2, making any contribution
of |Z2|2 a higher-order contribution. A thorough investigation of the composite operator
renormalization very briefly discussed here may be examined in future work.
Diagram 10 (XIII)
It is important to note that the depiction of this condensate in Figure 2.14 is difficult to
interpret in the context of conventional Feynman diagrams. The calculation of this diagram
using our normal methodology is not possible as it introduces a zero momentum strange
quark propagator, which diverges in our massless quark approximation. More explicitly,
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Figure 2.14: Mixed condensate contribution, diagram 10 (XIII).
Figure 2.14 is a result of the following contraction simplified into momentum space:
− g3s taαβtbβ′α′tcγδ
∫
ddx ddy eiq·xγρijγ
σ
klγ
η
mn
× 〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)sγm(y)sδn(y)Bcη(y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
= −4ig
2
s〈sσ ·Gs〉
24d(d− 1)
∫
ddkddpddl
(2pi)d
δd(p− l − k + q)δd(l)
× pωtr [γησωηγσSmc(p)γωSmc(p)γρSms(l)] Hµρνσ(k).
(2.109)
We see that the zero-momentum propogator manifests in the delta function δd(l). It is
conventional procedure to obtain contributions from diagrams such as these from higher-order
terms in the series expansion of field operators appearing in other condensate calculations
[16]. As such, we calculate this contribution from higher-order terms in the expansion of the
quark field in the dimension four quark condensate, treating this diagram as a dimension
five contribution to the previously calculated quark condensate (2.80). Revisiting the quark
condensate result in (2.67), we recall that in the VEV we make a leading-order approximation
and truncate the expansion at O (x0). We can examine dimension five mixed condensate
contributions to this by considering higher-order terms in the series expansion of sβj (x). Elias
et al. [26] gives, to lowest-order in quark mass m,
〈sβ′i (z)sβj (y)〉 =
〈ss〉
12
δββ
′
δji +
δβ
′β〈sσ ·Gs〉
3
(
− 1
96
yµzνσ
µν
ji −
i
64
(y − z)2δij
)
. (2.110)
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Notice that the leading order contribution is identical to (2.67). Inserting (2.110) into our
original expression in equation (2.76),
Πqσ·Gqµν (q) = ig
2
s
∫
ddx eiq·x〈Ω|cαi (x)taαβγρijGaµρ(x)sβj (x)sβ
′
k (0)t
b
β′α′γ
σ
klG
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
= −ig2s(tata)β′βγσklγρij
∫
ddx eiq·xHµρνσ(x)Smcli (−x)〈sβ
′
k (0)s
β
j (x)〉
= −4ig
2
s〈sσ ·Gs〉
3
γσklγ
ρ
ij
∫
ddx eiq·xHµρνσ(x)Smcli (−x)
(
− i
64
x2δkj
)
.
(2.111)
In order to move this into momentum space, we first Fourier transform our propogators, and
then substitute
x2eip·x = −gωλ ∂
2
∂pω∂pλ
eip·x, (2.112)
and integrate by parts, such that we obtain
Πqσ·Gqµν (q) = −
g2s〈sσ ·Gs〉
48
∫
ddk ddp
(2pi)d
δd (p− (k − q)) gωλtr
[( ∂2
∂pω∂pλ
Smc(p)
)
γργσ
]
×× 1
k2
(gρσkµkν + gµνkρkσ − gµσkρkν − gρνkµkσ).
(2.113)
With some careful evaluation and application of (2.15), we find that
∂2
∂pω∂pλ
Smc(p) = Smc(p)γωS
mc(p)γλS
mc(p) + Smc(p)γλS
mc(p)γωS
mc(p). (2.114)
The exchange of λ↔ ω on the RHS of (2.114) simply results in a multiplicity of two (because
of the gωλ in (2.113)). Thus,
Πqσ·Gqµν (q) = −
g3s〈sσ ·Gs〉
24
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
tr [Smc(k − q)γωSmc(k − q)γωSmc(k − q)γργσ]
× 1
k2
(gρσkµkν + gµνkρkσ − gµσkρkν − gρνkµkσ).
(2.115)
Projecting out the vector contribution and running through TARCER gives
Πqσ·Gqv
(
q2
)
=
2−d−1(d− 2)pi− d2 g2smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
3dq · q
(
dAd{1,mc} −
(
dM2 + (d− 4)q · q)Bd{1,mc},{1,0}) ,
(2.116)
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and our final -expanded expression is
Πqσ·Gqv
(
q2
)
=
ig2smc〈sσ ·Gs〉
96pi2z2
((z − 2)z + 2(z − 1) log(1− z)). (2.117)
Diagram 11 (XIV)
Figure 2.15: Mixed condensate contribution, diagram 11 (XIV).
As with the previous diagram containing zero-momentum propogator lines, we calculate
the contributions of this diagram using an expansion of the previously addressed non-local
VEV (2.44). In order to produce the correct quark content for a mixed condensate from
the dimension four gluon condensate, we would likely look at the equation of motion (2.51).
Recall however our discussion previously on the expansion of the dimension four gluon con-
densate. We argued in Section 2.4 that due to the Lorentz structure of the O (x) term in
(2.44), we could not construct the local VEV using solely products of metrics; the O (x) term
must be zero.
2.4.3 Dimension Six Condensate Contributions
In previous sum rule analyses of hybrid correlators, the contributions of the dimension six
gluon condensates have been known to stabilize the end mass prediction [28, 29, 30, 31].
For our specific system, the dimension six condensates arise from not only (2.9), but from
considering O (x2) terms in the series expansion of the dimension four gluon condensate
(2.66).
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Diagram 12 (VI)
Figure 2.16: Dimension six condensate contribution, diagram 12 (VI) (strange flavour
contribution).
Figure 2.17: Dimension six condensate contribution, diagram 12 (VI) (charm flavour
contribution).
Examining (2.9), we can pick out the terms that would naturally result in a set of three
uncontracted gluon or gluon field strength tensor fields,
Lint = 1
2
gs(
(
sα(x)λ
a
αβγ
µsβ(x)B
a
µ(x) + cα(x)λ
a
αβγ
µcβ(x)B
a
µ(x)
)
+ . . . . (2.118)
Because we must account for two flavours of quarks in our Lagrangian, this term produces two
similar but distinct Feynman diagrams (Figures 2.16, 2.17). We will consider each separately
for the sake of clarity. Beginning with the strange flavour term in (2.118), we can write out
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the appropriate contractions:
ΠGGGµν (q) = ig
3
s
∫
ddx eiq·x taαβt
c
γδt
b
β′α′ γ
ρ
ijγ
λ
mnγ
σ
kl
× 〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)sγm(y)sδn(y)Bcλ(y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉,
(2.119)
leading to the simplified expression
ΠGGGµν (q) =
g3s
2
tr
[
tctatb
] ∫
ddx ddy eiq·x yλtr
[
Sms(−y)γβSms(y − x)γρSmc(x)γω]
× 〈Gaµρ(x)Gcλβ(y)Gbνω(0)〉,
(2.120)
where we have used (2.6). Next, we move into momentum-space and rewrite the coordinate
dependence yλ as a derivative of an exponential term. Substituting the momentum-space
propagators gives us
ΠGGGµν (q) =
g3s
2
tr
[
tctatb
] ∫ ddx ddy ddp1 ddp2 ddp3
(2pi)3d
eiq·x ei(p3−p2)·x ei(p2−p1)·y
× yλtr [Sms(p1)γβSms(p2)γρSmc(p3)γω] 〈Gaµρ(x)Gcλβ(y)Gbνω(0)〉.
(2.121)
We can then substitute the coordinate-dependence yλ for a derivative of the resulting expo-
nent terms
yλei(p2−p1)·y = i
∂
∂p1λ
ei(p2−p1)·y, (2.122)
and finally integrate by parts to move the partial derivative to Sms(p1) (which we can evaluate
using (2.15)), giving us an intermediate result of
ΠGGGµν (q) = −
g3s
2
tr
[
tctatb
] ∫ ddp1
(2pi)d
tr
[
Sms(p1)γ
λSms(p1)γ
βSms(p1)γ
ρSmc(p1 − q)γω
]
× 〈Gaµρ(x)Gcλβ(y)Gbνω(0)〉.
(2.123)
Substituting identities from (2.19) and (2.70), the vector component of this contribution to
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the correlator is
ΠGGGv (q) =
i2−dpi−
d
2 〈g3G3〉
2d(d− 1)q2 (m2c − q2)
×
((
((d− 5)d+ 7)q2 −m2c
)
Ad{1,mc}
− ((d− 4)(d− 3)m2cq2 + ((d− 5)d+ 7)q4 +m4c)Bd{1,mc}{1,0}).
(2.124)
We carefully note that while our colour algebra tr
[
tctatb
]
= 1
4
(
dcab + if cab
)
carries a con-
tribution from the symmetric structure constants dcab, as the condensate must exhibit Bose
symmetry (being constructed of gluon fields), and the VEV 〈GaβλGbλµGcµβ〉 is asymmetric
under index exchange, the only contribution must come from the antisymmetric structure
constants f cab. Subsequent evaluation of the integrals, application of renormalization scheme,
and -expansion gives a final result of
ΠGGGv
(
q2
)
= −〈g
3G3〉
128pi2
−
〈g3G3〉
(
6z2 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
− 7z2 + 2 (3z2 − 1) log(1− z)− 2z
)
768pi2z2
.
(2.125)
The treatment of the charm-flavoured interaction term (depicted in Figure 2.17) proceeds
similarly,
ΠGGGµν (q) = ig
3
s
∫
ddx eiq·x taαβt
c
γδt
b
β′α′ γ
ρ
ijγ
λ
mnγ
σ
kl
× 〈Ω|cαi (x)Gaµρ(x)sβj (x)cγm(y)cδn(y)Bcλ(y)sβ
′
k (0)G
b
νσ(0)c
α′
l (0)|Ω〉
= −g
3
s
2
tr
[
tatctb
] ∫ ddp
(2pi)d
tr
[
Smc(p− q)γλSmc(p− q)γβSmc(p− q)γρSms(p)γω]
× 〈Gaµρ(x)Gcλβ(y)Gbνω(0)〉,
(2.126)
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giving us the vector component
ΠGGGv
(
q2
)
= −i2
−dpi−
d
2 〈g3G3〉
2d(d− 1)q2
(
Ad{1,mc} +
(
((d− 5)d+ 7)q2 −m2c
)
Bd{1,mc}{1,0}
)
. (2.127)
This is expanded and expressed in its final form as
ΠGGGv
(
q2
)
= −〈g
3G3〉
128pi2
−
〈g3G3〉
(
6z2 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ 2 (3z2 − 4z + 1) log(1− z)− (7z − 2)z
)
768pi2z2
.
(2.128)
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Diagram 13 (V)
Figure 2.18: Dimension six condensate contribution, diagram 13 (V).
The final contribution due to the dimension six gluon condensate arises from considera-
tions of the O (x2) term in the series expansion of our non-local VEV (2.44). Recall that we
had previously determined the form of this VEV in (2.70). We proceed with the calculation
identically to our treatment of the dimension four gluon condensate starting from (2.73),
only redefined in terms of Gµν instead of G
a
µν
ΠGG,GGGµν (q) = i
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
tr [Smc (p+ q) γσSms (p) γρ] 〈Gµρ(x)Gνσ(0)〉
= i
∫
ddx eiq·xtr [Smc (x) γσSms (−x) γρ] 〈Gµρ(x)Gνσ(0)〉
⇒ ΠGGGµν =
i
2
∫
ddx xω1xω2 eiq·xtr [Smc (x) γσSms (−x) γρ]
× 〈[Dω1(0), [Dω2(0), Gµρ(0)]]Gνσ(0)〉.
(2.129)
After moving into momentum-space, we can once again make a substitution for the coordinate-
dependence xω1 and x
ω
2 ,
xω1 e
ip·x = −i ∂
∂pω1
eip·x
xω2 e
−ik·x = i
∂
∂kω2
e−ik·x
(2.130)
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which, after integrating by parts and evaluating the derivatives, leads to a final expression
ΠGGGµν =
i
4
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
tr [Smc(k − q)γω1Smc(k − q)γρSms(k)γω2Sms(k)γσ]
×
(
− i〈g
3G3〉
d(d− 2)(d+ 2) gω1ω2 (gµνgρσ − gρνgµσ)
− i〈g
3G3〉
2d(d− 2)(d+ 2) [gω2ν (gω1µgρσ − gω1ρgµσ)− gω2σ (gω1µgρν − gω1ρgµν)]
+
3i〈g3G3〉
2d(d− 1)(d− 2)(d+ 2) [gω1ν (gω2µgρσ − gω2ρgµσ)− gω1σ (gω2µgρν − gω2ρgµν)]
)
,
(2.131)
where we have expressed our local VEV in terms of the dimension six gluon condensate using
our previously derived (2.71). The resulting expansion is messy, but upon application of
TARCER gives us a result in terms of our reference integrals
ΠGGGv =
2−d−2(d− 2)pi− d2 〈g3G3〉
(d− 1)d(d+ 2)q2 (m2c − q2)
× ( (−2 (2d2 − 13d+ 20)m2cq2 + (−4d2 + 17d− 22) q4 + (d+ 2)m4c)Bd{1,mc},{1,0}
− ((−4d2 + 17d− 22) q2 + (d+ 2)m2c)Ad{1,mc}),
(2.132)
which leads us to the -expanded expression
ΠGGGv =
〈g3G3〉
64pi2
+
〈g3G3〉
(
6z2 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ 2(3z2 − 1) log (1− z)− (5z + 2)z
)
384pi2z2
. (2.133)
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Chapter 3
Summary of Results and Future Outlook
3.1 Summary of Results
With the calculation of the correlation function complete, we can now combine our pertur-
bative and non-perturbative results to form the final correlator. The following is a summary
of the previously calculated contributions organized by condensate dimension. Here we have
expressed our results in terms of the strong coupling constant αs =
g2s
4pi
, the renormalization
scale ν, and the dimensionless quantity z = q
2
m2c
.
3.1.1 Perturbation Theory Results
For perturbation theory to O (ms) in our light quark mass expansion, our result takes the
form
Πpertv = Π0 +msΠ1. (3.1)
By including the O (ms) correction we may examine the particular case of an open-strange
correlator, and taking the chiral limit ms = 0 we can look at the case of the heavy-light
correlator.
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The coefficients in (3.1) are
Π0 =
αm6c(2z + 1)
32pi32
−
αm6c
(
−120 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
− 240z log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ 4z3 − 45z2 + 180z + 150
)
1920pi3
+
αm6c
345600pi3z2
(
− 360z2 (4z3 − 45z2 + 180z + 150) log(m2c
ν2
)
+ 7200(6z + 3)z2
(
log2
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ Li2(z)
)
+ 4212z5 − 44865z4
+ 240z3
(
45pi2 − 53 + 180 log(2))+ 360 (157 + 15pi2) z2
− 360z − 360(1− z)(z3(41− 4z) + 141z2 + z + 1) log(1− z)
)
,
(3.2)
Π1 =
αm5c
48pi3
(
− z
2
−
z
(
24 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ 3z − 22
)
12
− 2zLi2(z) + (1− z)(1− z(5− z(3z + 13))) log(1− z)
6z2
− (z
2 (−225z + 72pi2 + 116) + 132z − 24)
144z
− 2z log2
(
m2c
ν2
)
+
z(22− 3z)
6
log
(
m2c
ν2
))
.
(3.3)
3.1.2 Dimension Four Condensate Results
For the dimension four condensate parameterized by mc〈ss〉 and 〈αG2〉,
Π4Dv =
αm3c (z − 9) 〈ss〉
18pi
+
m2c (9− 4z) 〈αG2〉
144pi
+
αm3c〈ss〉
(
3(z − 9)z2 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
− 5z3 + 30z2 − 3z + 3(z − 1)3 log(1− z)
)
54piz2
+
m2c〈αG2〉
(
−6(4z − 9)z2 log
(
m2c
ν2
)
+ 44z3 − 87z2 + 6z − 6(z − 1)2(4z − 1) log(1− z)
)
864piz2
.
(3.4)
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3.1.3 Dimension Five Condensate Results
Summarized here are the combined contributions to the dimension five “mixed” condensate
parameterized by 〈sσ · Gs〉. Included is the contribution (2.107) from the renormalization-
induced operator mixing diagram necessary to cancel off our unregulated divergence in Figure
2.12:
Π5Dv = −
19iαmc〈sσ ·Gs〉
144pi
+
iαmc (569z
2 − 1191z + 78) 〈sσ ·Gs〉
1728pi(z − 1)z
−
iαmc(19z − 51) log
(
M2
ν2
)
〈sσ ·Gs〉
144pi(z − 1) −
iαmc(z − 1)(38z − 13) log(1− z)〈sσ ·Gs〉
288piz2
.
(3.5)
3.1.4 Dimension Six Gluon Condensate Results
Finally, the combined contributions to the dimension six gluon condensates parameterized
by 〈g3G3〉 are as follows:
Π6Dv =
((z − 1)z + (2z − 1) log(1− z))〈g3G3〉
192pi2z2
. (3.6)
3.2 Future Directions
3.2.1 Sum Rules and Mixing
Calculation of the correlation function enables us to extract mass predictions using methods
such as QCD sum rules (discussed briefly in Chapter 1). We are particularly interested in
open-flavour systems with a JP = 1−, and as the quantum numbers defining our system
are not explicitly exotic (i.e., they are not unique to hybrid systems), there is a possibility
of coupling of conventional open-flavour states of the same quantum number to our hybrid
current. This complicates the sum rule analysis of the system, which could be addressed
in a number of ways. We previously discussed the general formulation of QCD sum rules
in Chapter 1, where we modeled the hadronic spectral function with the narrow resonance
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model given by (1.50). In this expression, fr represents the coupling of a particular state
characterized by the mass mr to our hybrid current; for states carrying exotic quantum
numbers, we can eliminate the possibility of the current coupling to conventional states. In
our case, where we are using a hybrid current that carries conventional quantum numbers,
the possibility emerges that conventional states may couple to the current in addition to the
hybrid states, in which case our sum rule picks up a more complex structure
R0(τ, s0) = pif
2
cGsm
2
cGs + pif
2
csm
2
cs. (3.7)
The addition of the conventional coupling term complicates the sum rules analysis; though the
mass of the conventional charm-strange (Ds) and charm-light (D0) mesons are well-known,
the values for the couplings fcs and fcGs are not.
Higher-weighted Sum Rules
In the case of a single coupling, QCD sum rules utilizes different weightings of the sum rule
expression to solve for the hadronic mass prediction
− d
dτ
R0(τ, s0)
R0(τ, s0)
=
L−1 [sΠ (Q2)]− 1
pi
∫∞
s0
ds s ImΠQCD (s) e−sτ
L−1 [Π (Q2)]− 1
pi
∫∞
s0
ds ImΠQCD (s) e−sτ
= m2H . (3.8)
In the case of multiple couplings, the expression (3.8) is no longer sufficient to isolate mH .
One possibility is to add additional weights of sum rules in order to eliminate the extra
coupling constant (as the additional mass terms corresponding to conventional states are
known). However, in adding higher weights of momentum (s = −Q2) to our sum rule, we
wash out information in our correlator; more terms in our correlation function fall victim to
the Borel transform in Q2. Whether or not the next-highest weight of sum rule leaves enough
information in our leading order correlator requires further investigation.
Analyzing the Mass as a Function of the Coupling
Our previous investigations of hybrid systems with conventional quantum numbers have uti-
lized a different technique to examine the dependence of the hadronic mass to the conventional
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state coupling [28]. Instead of attempting to eliminate the coupling term, the hadronic mass
is instead examined as a function of this conventional coupling. In the case of our open-charm
system, we may write
m2cGs =
R1(τ, s0)− f 2csm4cse−m2csτ
R0(τ, s0)− f 2csm2cse−m2csτ
. (3.9)
From here, we may evaluate the hybrid mass mcGs and examine its variation as the coupling
fmcs increases. Though this method does not give a definite mass prediction, it allows a
definite lower bound to the hybrid mass, as well as insight into the mixing dynamics that
may allow for conservative estimation of the hybrid mass.
Implementing Gaussian Sum Rules
Finally, we might examine sum rule techniques outside of the Laplace sum rules presented.
Gaussian sum rules (GSR) have been shown to be particularly useful for examining mixed
states [32]; their formulation is similar to that of the Laplace sum rules, only with a Gaussian
kernel replacing the exponential kernel present in Laplace sum rules.
3.2.2 Other Systems
It should be mentioned that although our study of the charm-strange and charm-light hybrid
system focused on a particular flavour structure, the correlator should be valid for any heavy-
light system; analysis of other heavy-light systems such as bottom-strange or bottom-light
systems are equally accessible using the results of our correlator. As well, modification of
the hybrid current (2.7) or application of the scalar projection in (1.12) allows us to explore
other quantum numbers in the mass spectrum. For example, by modifying our current to
jµ = gsct
aγνγ5G
a
µνs (3.10)
we change the parity from our original current and probe now the JP = 1+ states of the
heavy-light hybrid system.
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3.3 Concluding Remarks
The correlation function for the heavy-light hybrid system corresponding to the current
jµ = gsct
aγνGaµνs and J
P = 1− was calculated, and consequences of renormalization-induced
operator mixing were highlighted. The results presented here open the doors for future
open-flavour hybrid mass predictions, provided the complications from possible couplings to
conventional open-flavour states are addressed. We suggest several methods of addressing
this in future studies and envision that once addressed, a comprehensive analysis of the
heavy-light system for all possible quantum numbers may be possible in a fashion similar
to that of previous studies [28]. With novel hadronic structures beginning to expand the
landscape of QCD (such as recent tetraquark [33, 34] and pentaquark [35] discoveries), and
with the availability of experimental facilities such as FAIR and GlueX with the capacity to
thoroughly explore the entire quarkonia (closed-flavour) spectrum [9, 10], it is important now
more than ever to accurately predict the properties of novel systems such as the hybrid meson
so that we have the means to interpret the experimental data obtained at these facilities, and
others around the world. As our ability to probe the internal structure of mesons increases, so
does the demand for theoretical calculations to support experimental findings.The existence of
hybrids would reinforce our understanding of the strong interaction and of colour confinement;
likewise, the absence of hybrids would lead us towards a more complete description of the
strong force. The exploration of exotic structures in QCD will, without question, lead to a
better understanding of the interactions which govern the structure and formation of matter.
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Appendix A
Appendix A: Mathematica Code
A.1 Mathematica Code
The following is the Mathematica code I have written to evaluate traces of Dirac structures
appearing in calculating the correlator of hybrid currents. The code includes procedures for
implementing TARCER [24], Feynman diagram vertices and propogators, as well as non-
perturbative VEV expressions for evaluation of condensate diagrams.
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Master Sheet
Reset
In[1]:= Clear@diracMatrix, momentum, momentumConvert, momentumUnConvert,
tr, g, lam, Levi, GluProp, FermProp, GhostProp, GluVert3, GluVert4,
FermVert, GhostVert, GBVec, GBSca, DDGVacuumFactor, GVacuumFactor,
DDFermProp, DFermProp, Current1, Current2, G5Current1, G5Current2,
GTwidVacuumFactor, DDGTwidVacuumFactor, f, dSym, r, free1, free2, free3,
free4, free5, free6, Μ, Ν, a, b, G, Tarce, expandPFQ, evalInt, sigma, ∆D
Identities
Assumptions
In[2]:= $Assumptions = d Î Complexes;
$Assumptions = m Î Reals;
$Assumptions = M Î Reals;
$Assumptions = gs Î Reals;
Protect@8Γ, m, M, gs, d<D;
Kronecker Delta
In[7]:= ∆@Μ_, Ν_D ; Μ Î Integers && Ν Î Integers := Piecewise@8Μ = Ν, 1<, 0D
∆ : j_@a___, Μ_, b___, Ν_, c___D ∆@Μ_, Ρ_D ; FreeQ@j, diracMatrixD := j@a, Ρ, b, Ν, cD
∆ : j_@a___, Μ_, b___, Ν_, c___D ∆@Ρ_, Μ_D ; FreeQ@j, diracMatrixD := j@a, Ρ, b, Ν, cD
∆ : j_@a___, Μ_, b___, Ν_, c___D ∆@Ν_, Ρ_D ; FreeQ@j, diracMatrixD := j@a, Μ, b, Ρ, cD
∆ : j_@a___, Μ_, b___, Ν_, c___D ∆@Ρ_, Ν_D ; FreeQ@j, diracMatrixD := j@a, Μ, b, Ρ, cD
∆ : ∆@a_, b_D^2 := ∆@a, aD
∆ : ∆@a_, a_D := 8
Gamma Matrices
In[14]:= diracMatrix : diracMatrix@Γ, Μ_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Μ_D ; ! SameQ@Μ, 5D := d
diracMatrix : diracMatrix@Γ, Μ_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Ν_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Μ_D ;
! SameQ@Μ, 5D && ! SameQ@Ν, 5D := H2 - dL diracMatrix@Γ, ΝD
diracMatrix : diracMatrix@Γ, Μ_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Ν_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Λ_D **
diracMatrix@Γ, Μ_D ; ! SameQ@Μ, 5D && ! SameQ@Ν, 5D && ! SameQ@Λ, 5D := d * g@Ν, ΛD
diracMatrix : diracMatrix@Γ, Μ_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Ν_D **
diracMatrix@Γ, Λ_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Σ_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Μ_D ;
! SameQ@Μ, 5D && ! SameQ@Ν, 5D && ! SameQ@Λ, 5D && ! SameQ@Σ, 5D :=
H2 - dL diracMatrix@Γ, ΝD ** diracMatrix@Γ, ΛD ** diracMatrix@Γ, ΣD
diracMatrix : diracMatrix@idD ** A_ ; FreeQ@A, _ComplexD := A
diracMatrix : A_ ** diracMatrix@idD ; FreeQ@A, _ComplexD := A
diracMatrix : A_ ** diracMatrix@idD ** B_ := A ** B
diracMatrix : diracMatrix@Γ, 5D ** diracMatrix@Γ, 5D := diracMatrix@idD
tr : tr@diracMatrix@Γ, 5DD := 0
tr : tr@diracMatrix@Γ, 5D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Μ_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Ν_DD ;
! SameQ@Μ, 5D && ! SameQ@Ν, 5D := 0
tr : tr@diracMatrix@Γ, 5D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Μ_D **
diracMatrix@Γ, Ν_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Λ_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, Σ_DD ;
! SameQ@Μ, 5D && ! SameQ@Ν, 5D && ! SameQ@Λ, 5D && ! SameQ@Σ, 5D := 4 * I * Levi@Μ, Ν, Λ, ΣD
tr : tr@diracMatrix@idDD := d
tr : tr@NonCommutativeMultiply@a : diracMatrix@Γ, _D .., diracMatrix@Γ, 5D, b___DD ;
! MemberQ@8a<, diracMatrix@Γ, 5DD :=
HH-1L^HLength@8a<DLL tr@diracMatrix@Γ, 5D ** a ** bD
tr : tr@NonCommutativeMultiply@a___, diracMatrix@Γ, 5D,
b : diracMatrix@Γ, _D .., diracMatrix@Γ, 5D, c___DD ;
! MemberQ@8b<, diracMatrix@Γ, 5DD := HH-1L^HLength@8b<DLL tr@a ** b ** cD
sigma@Μ_, Ν_D := HI  2L *
HdiracMatrix@Γ, ΜD ** diracMatrix@Γ, ΝD - diracMatrix@Γ, ΝD ** diracMatrix@Γ, ΜDL
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Trace Identities
In[29]:= H*Define a new Trace*L
SetAttributes@tr, 8Flat, OneIdentity<D
tr : tr@x_ + y_D := tr@xD + tr@yD
tr : tr@Α_ ** A__D ; NumberQ@ΑD := Α tr@AD
H*Trace Theorems*L
tr : tr@A_D ; ! MemberQ@A, diracMatrix@Γ, 5DD &&
FreeQ@A, lam@__DD && FreeQ@A, mD && FreeQ@A, MD && FreeQ@A, _ComplexD &&
OddQ@Length@ADD && MemberQ@A, Repeated@diracMatrix@Γ, _DDD := 0
tr : tr@diracMatrix@Γ, a_D ** diracMatrix@Γ, b_DD ;
! IntegerQ@aD && ! IntegerQ@bD := 4 * g@a, bD
tr : tr@x__D ; EvenQ@Length@xDD && Length@xD > 2 && ! MemberQ@x, diracMatrix@Γ, 5DD &&
MemberQ@x, Repeated@diracMatrix@Γ, _DDD && FreeQ@x, lam@__DD &&
FreeQ@x, _ComplexD && FreeQ@x, momentum@__DD && FreeQ@x, mD && FreeQ@x, MD :=
Sum@HH-1L^nL * g@Level@x@@1DD, 1D@@2DD, Level@x@@nDD, 1D@@2DDD *
tr@Drop@Drop@x, 81<D, 8n - 1<DD, 8n, 2, Length@xD<D
H* Extra Trace Fiddling*L
tr : tr@A___ ** a_ * B_ ** C___D ; MemberQ@B, ∆@_, _DD ÈÈ
MemberQ@B, momentum@_, _DD ÈÈ MemberQ@B, dD := B * tr@A ** a ** CD
tr : tr@diracMatrix@Γ, a_DD := 0
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NonCommutativeMultiply
In[37]:= Unprotect@NonCommutativeMultiplyD;
ClearAll@NonCommutativeMultiplyD
NonCommutativeMultiply@a___, n_?NumericQ * c_, b___D := n a ** c ** b
NonCommutativeMultiply@a___, d * c_, b___D := d * a ** c ** b
NonCommutativeMultiply@a___, 0, b___D := 0
NonCommutativeMultiply@D := diracMatrix@idD
NonCommutativeMultiply : NonCommutativeMultiply@A_D := A
NonCommutativeMultiply : NonCommutativeMultiply@Z___, A___  B__, X___D :=
NonCommutativeMultiply@Z, A, XD  B
NonCommutativeMultiply : A___ ** Hgs * C__ ** E___L ** B___ := gs * A ** C ** E ** B
NonCommutativeMultiply :
NonCommutativeMultiply@A___, lam@a_, b_, c_D, B__D := lam@a, b, cD A ** B
NonCommutativeMultiply : NonCommutativeMultiply@A___, momentum@a_, b_D, B___D :=
momentum@a, bD A ** B
NonCommutativeMultiply :
NonCommutativeMultiply@A___, ∆@a_, b_D, B___D := ∆@a, bD A ** B
NonCommutativeMultiply :
NonCommutativeMultiply@A___, g@a_, b_D, B___D := g@a, bD A ** B
NonCommutativeMultiply :
NonCommutativeMultiply@A___, lam@a_, b_, c_D * C__, B___D := lam@a, b, cD A ** C ** B
NonCommutativeMultiply : NonCommutativeMultiply@A___, ∆@a_, b_D * C__, B___D :=
∆@a, bD A ** C ** B
NonCommutativeMultiply : NonCommutativeMultiply@A___, g@a_, b_D * C__, B___D :=
g@a, bD A ** C ** B
NonCommutativeMultiply : NonCommutativeMultiply@A___,
Levi@a_, b_, c_, d_D * C__, B___D := Levi@a, b, c, dD A ** C ** B
NonCommutativeMultiply : F___ ** HA_ + B_L ** C___ := F ** A ** C + F ** B ** C
NonCommutativeMultiply : NonCommutativeMultiply@A__, B_, C___D ;
MemberQ@8B<, g@_, _DD ÈÈ MemberQ@8B<, lam@_, _, _DD ÈÈ MemberQ@8B<, ∆@_, _DD ÈÈ
MemberQ@8B<, Levi@_, _, _, _DD := Times@B, NonCommutativeMultiply@A, CDD
NonCommutativeMultiply : NonCommutativeMultiply@A___, Times@x_, C_D, D___D ;
SameQ@x, gsD ÈÈ SameQ@x, mD ÈÈ SameQ@x, MD ÈÈ MemberQ@8x<, momentum@_, _DD :=
Times@x, NonCommutativeMultiply@A, C, DDD
NonCommutativeMultiply :
NonCommutativeMultiply@A___, momentum@p_, Μ_D diracMatrix@Γ, Μ_D, B___D :=
momentum@p, ΜD * NonCommutativeMultiply@A, diracMatrix@Γ, ΜD, BD
SetAttributes@NonCommutativeMultiply, 8Flat, OneIdentity<D
Protect@NonCommutativeMultiplyD;
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Four Vectors
In[60]:= tr : tr@A___ ** p_ ** B___D ; FreeQ@p, diracMatrix@Γ, _DD &&
FreeQ@p, lam@_DD && FreeQ@p, diracMatrix@idDD := p tr@A ** BD
tr : tr@A___ * p_ * B___D ; FreeQ@p, diracMatrix@Γ, _DD &&
FreeQ@p, lam@_DD && FreeQ@p, diracMatrix@idDD := p tr@A ** BD
momentum : momentum@a_ * p_, Ν_D ; a Î Complexes := a * momentum@p, ΝD
momentum : momentum@p_, Μ_D momentum@q_, Μ_D := p.q
momentum : momentum@p_, Μ_D^2 := p.p
momentum : momentum@p_ + q_, Μ_D := momentum@p, ΜD + momentum@q, ΜD
Mass and Other Constants
In[66]:= tr : tr@HgsL^a_ * A___D := HgsL^a tr@AD
tr : tr@A___ ** a_ ** B___D ;
FreeQ@a, diracMatrix@Γ, _DD && FreeQ@a, lam@_DD := a tr@A ** BD
tr : tr@A___ ** Hgs * C_ ** E___L ** B___D := gs * tr@A ** C ** E ** B D
Unprotect@NonCommutativeMultiplyD;
NonCommutativeMultiply : A___ ** m^a_ ** B___ := Hm^aL A ** B
NonCommutativeMultiply : A___ ** M^a_ ** B___ := HM^aL A ** B
NonCommutativeMultiply : A___ ** gs ** B___ := gs A ** B
Protect@NonCommutativeMultiplyD;
Metric Identities
In[74]:= g : g@Μ_, Μ_D := d
g : g@Μ_, Λ_D g@Λ_, Ν_D := g@Μ, ΝD
g : g@Μ_, Λ_D g@Ν_, Λ_D := g@Μ, ΝD
g : g@Λ_, Μ_D g@Λ_, Ν_D := g@Μ, ΝD
g : g@Μ_, Ν_D momentum@p_, Ν_D := momentum@p, ΜD
g : g@Μ_, Ν_D momentum@p_, Μ_D := momentum@p, ΝD
g : g@Μ_, Ν_D momentum@p_, Ν_D momentum@k_, Μ_D := momentum@p, ΝD momentum@k, ΝD
g : g@Μ_, Ρ_D momentum@p_, Ν_D momentum@k_, Ρ_D := momentum@p, ΝD momentum@k, ΜD
g : g@Μ_, Ν_D g@Μ_, Ν_D := g@Μ, ΜD
g : g@Μ_, Ν_D^2 := g@Μ, ΜD
g : g@Μ_, Ν_D NonCommutativeMultiply@diracMatrix@Γ, Ν_D, A__D ; ! SameQ@Ν, 5D :=
NonCommutativeMultiply@diracMatrix@Γ, ΜD, AD
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Gell-Mann Matrices
In[85]:= lam : lam@a_, Α1_, Α4_D lam@b_, Α4_, Α1_D := tr@lam@aD ** lam@bDD
lam : lam@a_, Α1_, Α2_D lam@b_, Α2_, Α3_D lam@c_, Α3_, Α1_D :=
tr@lam@aD ** lam@bD ** lam@cDD
tr : tr@A___ ** lam@a_, b_, c_D ** B___D := lam@a, b, cD tr@A ** BD
tr : tr@lam@a_D ** lam@b_DD := 2 ∆@a, bD
tr : tr@lam@a_D ** lam@b_D ** lam@c_DD := 2 HdSym@a, b, cD + I * f@a, b, cDL
tr : tr@lam@a_D ** lam@b_D ** lam@c_D ** lam@d_DD :=
H4  3L H∆@a, bD ∆@c, dD - ∆@a, cD ∆@b, dD + ∆@a, dD ∆@b, cDL +
2 HdSym@a, b, rD dSym@c, d, rD -
dSym@a, c, rD dSym@d, b, rD + dSym@a, d, rD dSym@b, c, rDL +
2 I HdSym@a, b, rD f@c, a, rD - dSym@a, c, rD f@a, b, rD + dSym@a, d, rD f@b, c, rDL
lam : lam@a_, Α1_, Α4_D ** diracMatrix@idD := lam@a, Α1, Α4D
lam : diracMatrix@idD ** lam@a_, Α1_, Α4_D := lam@a, Α1, Α4D
Structure Constants
In[93]:= f@a_, b_, c_D ; a Î Integers && b Î Integers && c Î Integers := Signature@8a, b, c<D *
Piecewise@881, Sort@8a, b, c<D@@3DD == 3<, 8Sqrt@3D  2, Sort@8a, b, c<D@@3DD == 8<,
8-1  2, Sort@8a, b, c<D == 83, 6, 7< ÈÈ Sort@8a, b, c<D == 81, 5, 6<<,
81  2, Sort@8a, b, c<D == 81, 4, 7< ÈÈ Sort@8a, b, c<D == 82, 4, 6< ÈÈ
Sort@8a, b, c<D == 82, 5, 7< ÈÈ Sort@8a, b, c<D == 83, 4, 5<<<, 0D
f : f@a_, b_, c_D ; Signature@8a, b, c<D == -1 := Signature@8a, b, c<D
f@Sort@8a, b, c<D@@1DD, Sort@8a, b, c<D@@2DD, Sort@8a, b, c<D@@3DDD
H*Double Contraction*L
f : f@a_, b_, c_D f@d_, b_, c_D := 3 ∆@a, dD
f : f@a_, b_, c_D f@a_, b_, d_D := 3 ∆@c, dD
f : f@a_, b_, c_D f@a_, c_, d_D := 3 ∆@b, dD
H*Single Contraction*L
dSym : dSym@a_, b_, c_D ; Signature@8a, b, c<D == 0 := 0
Levi-Civita Tensor
TARCER Code
In[104]:= H*Import TARCER Modules*L
In[105]:= << "C:\\Users\\300075403.AD-UFV\\Documents\\Dropbox\\QCD
Research\\2013 - QCD Research\\tarcer23.mx"
<< "F:\\Dropbox\\QCD Research\\2013 - QCD Research\\TARCER\\tarcer23.mx"
<< "homejasonDocumentsTARCERtarcer23.mx"
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In[108]:= Tarce : Tarce@x_ + y_, m__D := Tarce@x, mD + Tarce@y, mD
Tarce : Tarce@B___ * c_ * A___, p_, q_, k_, m__D ; FreeQ@c, qD && FreeQ@c, kD :=
c * Tarce@B * A, p, q, k, mD
Tarce : Tarce@B___ * c_ * A__, p_, q_, k_, m__D ; FreeQ@c, qD && FreeQ@c, kD :=
c * Tarce@B * A, p, q, k, mD
Tarce : Tarce@B___ * p_. p_ * A__, p_, q_, k_, m__D := Hp.pL * Tarce@B * A, p, q, k, mD
Tarce : Tarce@A_  c_, p_, q_, k_, m__D ; FreeQ@c, qD && FreeQ@c, kD :=
H1  cL * Tarce@A, p, q, k, mD
In[113]:= numeratorReplace : numeratorReplace@A_ + B_, C__D :=
numeratorReplace@A, CD + numeratorReplace@B, CD
In[114]:= numeratorReplace@A_, p_, q_, k_D :=
Which@MemberQ@Numerator@AD, Hp - qL.Hp - qL Hq - pL.Hq - pL, InfinityD,
HNumerator@AD . Hp - qL.Hp - qL Hq - pL.Hq - pL ® p.p + q.q - 2 q.pL  Denominator@AD,
MemberQ@Numerator@AD, Hp + qL.Hp + qL Hq + pL.Hq + pL, InfinityD,
HNumerator@AD . Hp + qL.Hp + qL Hq + pL.Hq + pL ® p.p + q.q + 2 q.pL  Denominator@AD,
True, AD
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In[115]:= Tarce : Tarce@x_, p_, k1_, k2_, m1_, m2_, m3_, m4_, m5_D :=
HHΠL^HdLL H-1L^HExponent@x, m1^2 - k1.k1D +
Exponent@x, m2^2 - k2.k2D + Exponent@x, m3^2 - Hp - k1L.Hp - k1LD +
Exponent@x, m3^2 - Hk1 - pL.Hk1 - pLD + Exponent@x, m4^2 - H-k2 + pL.H-k2 + pLD +
Exponent@x, m4^2 - Hk2 - pL.Hk2 - pLD + Exponent@x, m5^2 - H-k2 + k1L.H-k2 + k1LD +
Exponent@x, m5^2 - Hk2 - k1L.Hk2 - k1LDL TFI@d, p.p,
8
If@Exponent@x, k1.k1D > 0, Exponent@x, k1.k1D, 0D,
If@Exponent@x, k2.k2D > 0, Exponent@x, k2.k2D, 0D,
If@Exponent@x, p.k1D > 0, Exponent@x, p.k1D,
If@Exponent@x, k1.pD > 0, Exponent@x, k1.pD, 0DD,
If@Exponent@x, p.k2D > 0, Exponent@x, p.k2D,
If@Exponent@x, k2.pD > 0, Exponent@x, k2.pD, 0DD,
If@Exponent@x, k2.k1D > 0, Exponent@x, k2.k1D,
If@Exponent@x, k1.k2D > 0, Exponent@x, k1.k2D, 0DD
<,
8
8If@Exponent@x, k1.k1 - m1^2D < 0, -Exponent@x, k1.k1 - m1^2D,
If@Exponent@x, m1^2 - k1.k1D < 0, -Exponent@x, m1^2 - k1.k1D, 0DD, m1<,
8If@Exponent@x, k2.k2 - m2^2D < 0, -Exponent@x, k2.k2 - m2^2D,
If@Exponent@x, m2^2 - k2.k2D < 0, -Exponent@x, m2^2 - k2.k2D, 0DD, m2<,
8If@Exponent@x, Hp - k1L.Hp - k1L - m3^2D < 0,
-Exponent@x, Hp - k1L.Hp - k1L - m3^2D,
If@Exponent@x, Hk1 - pL.Hk1 - pL - m3^2D < 0,
-Exponent@x, Hk1 - pL.Hk1 - pL - m3^2D,
If@Exponent@x, m3^2 - Hp - k1L.Hp - k1LD < 0,
-Exponent@x, m3^2 - Hp - k1L.Hp - k1LD,
If@Exponent@x, m3^2 - Hk1 - pL.Hk1 - pLD < 0,
-Exponent@x, m3^2 - Hk1 - pL.Hk1 - pLD, 0DDDD, m3<,
8If@Exponent@x, H-k2 + pL.H-k2 + pL - m4^2D < 0,
-Exponent@x, H-k2 + pL.H-k2 + pL - m4^2D,
If@Exponent@x, Hk2 - pL.Hk2 - pL - m4^2D < 0,
-Exponent@x, Hk2 - pL.Hk2 - pL - m4^2D,
If@Exponent@x, m4^2 - H-k2 + pL.H-k2 + pLD < 0,
-Exponent@x, m4^2 - H-k2 + pL.H-k2 + pLD,
If@Exponent@x, m4^2 - Hk2 - pL.Hk2 - pLD < 0,
-Exponent@x, m4^2 - Hk2 - pL.Hk2 - pLD, 0DDDD, m4<,
8If@Exponent@x, H-k2 + k1L.H-k2 + k1L - m5^2D < 0,
-Exponent@x, H-k2 + k1L.H-k2 + k1L - m5^2D,
If@Exponent@x, Hk2 - k1L.Hk2 - k1L - m5^2D < 0,
-Exponent@x, Hk2 - k1L.Hk2 - k1L - m5^2D,
If@Exponent@x, m5^2 - H-k2 + k1L.H-k2 + k1LD < 0,
-Exponent@x, m5^2 - H-k2 + k1L.H-k2 + k1LD,
If@Exponent@x, m5^2 - Hk2 - k1L.Hk2 - k1LD < 0,
-Exponent@x, m5^2 - Hk2 - k1L.Hk2 - k1LD, 0DDDD, m5<
<
D
In[154]:= MassiveTadpole@k_, M_D := H1  Hk.k - M^2LL  HΠ^Hd  2L TAI@d, 0, 881, M<<DL
Rules
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Rules
Simplifying notation
In[116]:= momentumConvert := 8momentum@p_, Μ_D ® p@ΜD, p.p ® p^2, q.q ® q^2, k.k ® k^2<
momentumUnConvert := 8p_@Μ_D ® momentum@p, ΜD, p^2 ® p.p, q^2 ® q.q, k^2 ® k.k<
toEpsilon := 8d ® 4 + 2 Ε<
Integrals
In[119]:= H*result from Davydychev & Boos, Theor. Math. Phys. H1991L*L
evalInt :=
8TJI@d, Dot@p_, p_D Power@p_, 2D, List@List@Ν_, M_D, List@1, 0D, List@1, 0DDD ¦
H-1L HM^2L^H2 + 2 Ε - ΝL H-1L^H-ΝL
HHGamma@1 + ΕD Gamma@Ν - 2 - 2 ΕD Gamma@1 + ΕD Gamma@-ΕDL  HGamma@2 + ΕD Gamma@ΝDLL *
HHoldForm@HypergeometricPFQ@8-Ε, Ν - 2 - 2 Ε<, 82 + Ε<, Hp  ML^2DDL,
TBI@d, Dot@q_, q_D Power@q_, 2D, List@List@Β_, M_D, List@Α_, 0DDD :>
I * H-1L^H-Α - ΒL * HM^2L^Hd  2 - Α - ΒL *
HHGamma@d  2 - ΒD Gamma@Α + Β - d  2DL  HGamma@d  2D Gamma@ΑDLL *
HypergeometricPFQ@8Β, Α + Β - d  2<, 8d  2<, q^2  M^2D,
TAI@d, 0, 881, M_<<D ¦ -I * HM^2L^Hd  2 - 1L * Gamma@1 - d  2D<
evalDerivative :=
8D@TJI@d, Power@p_, 2D, List@List@Ν_, M_D, List@Μ_, m_D, List@1, 0DDD, 8m_, 1<D ¦
2 Μ * m HTJI@d, Power@p, 2D, List@List@Ν, MD, List@Μ + 1, mD, List@1, 0DDDL ,
D@TJI@d, Power@p_, 2D, List@List@Ν_, M_D, List@Μ_, m_D, List@1, 0DDD, 8m_, 2<D ¦
Μ HTJI@d, Power@p, 2D, List@List@Ν, MD, List@1 + Μ, mD, List@1, 0DDD +
m HTJI@d, Power@p, 2D, List@List@Ν, MD, List@Μ + 2, mD, List@1, 0DDDLL <
Formatting
Formulas
In[122]:= Unprotect@KroneckerDeltaD;
Format@∆@a_, b_D, StandardFormD := Superscript@"∆", 8a, b<D
Protect@KroneckerDeltaD;
Format@f@a_, b_, c_D, StandardFormD := Superscript@"f", 8a, b, c<D
Format@momentum@p_, Μ_D, StandardFormD := Subscript@Style@p, BoldD, ΜD
Format@lam@a_, Α1_, Α2_D, StandardFormD := Subscript@Superscript@"Λ", aD, 8Α1, Α2<D
Format@Levi@a_, b_, c_, d_D, StandardFormD := Superscript@"Ε", 8a, b, c, d<D
Format@g@a_, b_D, StandardFormD := Subscript@"g", 8a, b<D
Format@diracMatrix@Γ, b_D, StandardFormD := Superscript@Style@"Γ", BoldD, 8b<D
Contributions
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Contributions
In[131]:= H*Functions describing the contributions of each vertice and propogator in QCD*L
H*Always enter in the order: Lorentz indices, color indices,
momentums, lambda matrix entries,and free indices Hfor summationL *L
Projection Operators (Vector/Scalar)
In[132]:= GBVec@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, color1_, color2_, m1_D := 1  HHm1.m1L * Hd - 1LL
Hmomentum@m1, lorentz1D momentum@m1, lorentz2D - m1.m1 * g@lorentz1, lorentz2DL
GBSca@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, color1_, color2_, m1_D :=
momentum@m1, lorentz1D momentum@m1, lorentz2D
Propogators
In[134]:= GluProp@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, color1_, color2_, m1_D :=
-I * diracMatrix@idD ** g@lorentz1, lorentz2D * ∆@color1, color2D  Hm1.m1L
FermProp@m_, m1_, lamEntry1_, lamEntry2_, free_D :=
I * diracMatrix@idD ** ∆@lamEntry1, lamEntry2D *
Hmomentum@m1, freeD ** diracMatrix@Γ, freeD + mL  Hm1.m1 - m^2L
FermPropD@m_, m1_, free_D := Hmomentum@m1, freeD ** diracMatrix@Γ, freeD + mL 
Hm1.m1 - m^2L H* No Imaginary Factor - for derivative work*L
GhostProp@color1_, color2_, m1_D := I * diracMatrix@idD ** ∆@color1, color2D  Hm1.m1L
DFermProp@m_, m1_, free1_, free2_, derivindex1_D :=
-HHmomentum@m1, free1D ** diracMatrix@Γ, free1D - mL  Hm1.m1 - m^2LL ** diracMatrix@Γ,
derivindex1D ** HHmomentum@m1, free2D ** diracMatrix@Γ, free2D - mL  Hm1.m1 - m^2LL
DDFermProp@m_, m1_, free1_, free2_, free3_, derivindex1_, derivindex2_D :=
HHHmomentum@m1, free1D ** diracMatrix@Γ, free1D + mL  Hm1.m1 - m^2LL **
diracMatrix@Γ, derivindex2D **
HHmomentum@m1, free2D ** diracMatrix@Γ, free2D + mL  Hm1.m1 - m^2LL **
diracMatrix@Γ, derivindex1D **
HHmomentum@m1, free3D ** diracMatrix@Γ, free3D + mL  Hm1.m1 - m^2LL +
HHmomentum@m1, free1D ** diracMatrix@Γ, free1D + mL  Hm1.m1 - m^2LL **
diracMatrix@Γ, derivindex1D **
HHmomentum@m1, free2D ** diracMatrix@Γ, free2D + mL  Hm1.m1 - m^2LL **
diracMatrix@Γ, derivindex2D **
HHmomentum@m1, free3D ** diracMatrix@Γ, free3D + mL  Hm1.m1 - m^2LLL
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Vertices
In[140]:= GluVert3@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, lorentz3_, color1_, color2_, color3_, m1_, m2_, m3_D :=
gs * diracMatrix@idD ** f@color1, color2, color3D *
Hg@lorentz1, lorentz2D Hmomentum@m1, lorentz3D - momentum@m2, lorentz3DL +
g@lorentz2, lorentz3D Hmomentum@m2, lorentz1D - momentum@m3, lorentz1DL +
g@lorentz3, lorentz1D Hmomentum@m3, lorentz2D - momentum@m1, lorentz2DLL
GluVert4@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, lorentz3_, lorentz4_, color1_,
color2_, color3_, color4_, free_D :=
-I * HgsL^2 * diracMatrix@idD ** Hf@color1, color2, freeD f@color3, color4, freeD
Hg@lorentz1, lorentz3D g@lorentz2, lorentz4D -
g@lorentz1, lorentz4D g@lorentz2, lorentz3DL + f@color1, color4, freeD
f@color2, color3, freeD Hg@lorentz1, lorentz2D g@lorentz3, lorentz4D -
g@lorentz1, lorentz3D g@lorentz2, lorentz4DL +
f@color1, color3, freeD f@color4, color2, freeD Hg@lorentz1, lorentz4D
g@lorentz2, lorentz3D - g@lorentz1, lorentz2D g@lorentz3, lorentz4DLL
FermVert@lorentz1_, color1_, lamEntry1_, lamEntry2_D := HI  2L * gs *
diracMatrix@idD ** lam@color1, lamEntry1, lamEntry2D ** diracMatrix@Γ, lorentz1D
GhostVert@lorentz1_, color1_, color2_, color3_, m1_D :=
-gs * diracMatrix@idD ** f@color1, color2, color3D * momentum@m1, lorentz1D
G5Current1@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, color1_,
lamEntry1_, lamEntry2_, momentum1_, free1_, free2_D :=
HI  2L * gs * diracMatrix@idD ** Levi@lorentz1, lorentz2, free1, free2D **
lam@color1, lamEntry1, lamEntry2D ** momentum@momentum1, free1D **
diracMatrix@Γ, free2D ** diracMatrix@Γ, 5D
Current1@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, color1_, lamEntry1_,
lamEntry2_, momentum1_, free1_, free2_D :=
HI  2L * gs * diracMatrix@idD ** Levi@lorentz1, lorentz2, free1, free2D ** lam@color1,
lamEntry1, lamEntry2D ** momentum@momentum1, free1D ** diracMatrix@Γ, free2D
G5Current2@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, color1_, lamEntry1_,
lamEntry2_, momentum1_, free1_, free2_D :=
HI  2L * gs * diracMatrix@idD ** lam@color1, lamEntry1, lamEntry2D **
Hg@lorentz2, lorentz1D momentum@momentum1, free2D - g@lorentz2, free2D
momentum@momentum1, lorentz1DL ** diracMatrix@Γ, free2D ** diracMatrix@Γ, 5D
Current2@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, color1_, lamEntry1_, lamEntry2_, momentum1_, free1_,
free2_D := HI  2L * gs * diracMatrix@idD ** lam@color1, lamEntry1, lamEntry2D **
Hg@lorentz2, lorentz1D momentum@momentum1, free2D -
g@lorentz2, free2D momentum@momentum1, lorentz1DL ** diracMatrix@Γ, free2D
Non-Perturbative Contributions
In[148]:= GVacuumFactor@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, lorentz3_, lorentz4_D :=
H1  Hd^2 - dLL Hg@lorentz1, lorentz3D g@lorentz2, lorentz4D -
g@lorentz1, lorentz4D g@lorentz2, lorentz3DL vev@GGD
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In[149]:= DDGVacuumFactor@lorentz1_, lorentz2_,
lorentz3_, lorentz4_, derivindex1_, derivindex2_D :=
H2  HHd + 2L d Hd - 2LLL vev@gfGGGD g@derivindex1, derivindex2D *
Hg@lorentz1, lorentz3D g@lorentz2, lorentz4D -
g@lorentz1, lorentz4D g@lorentz2, lorentz3DL + H1  HHd + 2L d Hd - 2LLL vev@gfGGGD
Hg@derivindex2, lorentz3D Hg@derivindex1, lorentz1D g@lorentz2, lorentz4D -
g@derivindex1, lorentz2D g@lorentz1, lorentz4DL
- g@derivindex2, lorentz4D Hg@derivindex1, lorentz1D g@lorentz2, lorentz3D -
g@derivindex1, lorentz2D g@lorentz1, lorentz3DLL +
H-3  HHd + 2L d Hd - 1L Hd - 2LLL vev@gfGGGD Hg@derivindex1, lorentz3D
Hg@derivindex2, lorentz1D g@lorentz2, lorentz4D -
g@derivindex2, lorentz2D g@lorentz1, lorentz4DL
- g@derivindex1, lorentz4D Hg@derivindex2, lorentz1D g@lorentz2, lorentz3D -
g@derivindex2, lorentz2D g@lorentz1, lorentz3DLL
In[150]:= GTwidVacuumFactor@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, lorentz3_, lorentz4_, free1_,
free2_, free3_, free4_D := H1  4L * Levi@lorentz1, lorentz2, free1, free2D
Levi@lorentz3, lorentz4, free3, free4D GVacuumFactor@free1, free2, free3, free4D
In[151]:= DDGTwidVacuumFactor@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, lorentz3_, lorentz4_,
derivindex1_, derivindex2_, free1_, free2_, free3_, free4_D := H1  4L *
Levi@lorentz1, lorentz2, free1, free2D Levi@lorentz3, lorentz4, free3, free4D
DDGVacuumFactor@free1, free2, free3, free4, derivindex1, derivindex2D
In[152]:= H* Indices ordered as read off of Gluon Field Strength Tensors *L
ThreeVacuumFactor@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, lorentz3_,
lorentz4_, lorentz5_, lorentz6_D := Hvev@gfGGGD  Hd Hd - 1L Hd - 2LLL *
Hg@lorentz2, lorentz3D g@lorentz4, lorentz5D g@lorentz6, lorentz1D -
g@lorentz1, lorentz3D g@lorentz4, lorentz5D g@lorentz6, lorentz2D +
g@lorentz1, lorentz4D g@lorentz3, lorentz5D g@lorentz6, lorentz2D -
g@lorentz2, lorentz4D g@lorentz3, lorentz5D g@lorentz6, lorentz1D +
g@lorentz2, lorentz4D g@lorentz3, lorentz6D g@lorentz5, lorentz1D -
g@lorentz1, lorentz4D g@lorentz3, lorentz6D g@lorentz5, lorentz2D +
g@lorentz1, lorentz3D g@lorentz4, lorentz6D g@lorentz5, lorentz2D -
g@lorentz2, lorentz3D g@lorentz4, lorentz6D g@lorentz5, lorentz1DL
In[153]:= TwidThreeVacuumFactor@lorentz1_, lorentz2_, lorentz3_, lorentz4_,
lorentz5_, lorentz6_, free1_, free2_, free3_, free4_D := H1  4L
Levi@lorentz1, lorentz2, free1, free2D Levi@lorentz3, lorentz4, free3, free4D
ThreeVacuumFactor@free1, free2, free3, free4, lorentz5, lorentz6D
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